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ISRAEL AND THE DNIXED NATIONS 
INTRODDCTION 
This study proposes to examine the factors and 
elements which were responsible for the creation of Israel 
as a State, and to explain and exanine the position 
of Israel in the Onited Nations, partienlarly with 
reference to the attempts of the United Nations to 
solve the 'Palestine Problem', and thereby to establish 
'peace with Justice* in West Asia. 
Because it has its roots in ancient history, 
the Palestine Problem can only be understood by relating 
the distant past with both the recent past and the 
present.l 
In fact, the Arabs have no quarrel with Jews, 
as members of a religious faith, or as members of a 
particular race. As for religion, both Muslims and 
Jews are believers in one God, and both religions have 
many patriarchs and prophets in conmon. And as for 
race both Arabs and Jews are Semitic in origin. But 
when the Zionists, with a very small Jewish minority, 
created a state of their own, and drove wit ab<mt one 
aillioa Arab refugees, who had been living peacefully in 
their own homes and on their own land, for generations, 
the Israeli-Arab conflict started. 
I. For a classic account of the rise of nationalist 
movement in the Arab world, see George Antonions, 
The Arab Awakening : The storv of the Arab 
National Movement. (Philadelphia, 1939). Also 
Zeine N. Zeine, The Struggle for Arab Independence 
(Beirut, 1960) which gives an excellent account of the 
Arab nationalist movement during and Immediately 
after viorld War I. 
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Aecording to the Arabs, there is a vast 
differeaee between a Jew aad a Zionist. A Jew is one 
who believes in Judaism, which Arata regard as one of 
the noblest religions in the world, whereas Zionisa 
professes and preaches the doctrine of a superior race, 
and political saperemacy of the chosen few and goals 
of Hitler therefore, represents a continuation of 
the ideas awl as against the principles of love and 
egalitarianisn preached by the Prophets.2 The Arabs 
have, therefore, laade it plain that their quarrel is 
only with Zionism, which rests obscurantism squarely, 
on intolerance, bigotry and as the source of its 
existence. As regards the Jews they have always 
lived happily in Arab lands unlike in some of the 
Western countries where they had to suffer various 
types of persecution. 
Op to the Balfour declaration in 1917, the 
Arabs of the Jewish faith in Plastine (who were about 
55,000 and occupied about 2)0S of the total area) 
lived at peace and harmony with both Muslim and Christian 
Arabs and enjoyed equal rights and previliges for 
hundreds of years before Zionism arose a political 
force. 'Rtey had contributed their share to the 
deveioi»ient of Arab culture and had partak«i freely 
of the blessings of Arab civilization. Even now, 
there Is a sizable number of Jews in many of the 
Arab countries, enjoying the fulliest religious freedom«3 
2. For a scholarly study, see A.H. Hourani, Minorities 
in the Arab World. (London, O.D.P. for the Koyal 
Institute of International Affaris. 1954). 
3. Also see, Carleton S.Coon, Caravan - The Story of 
the Middle East, (New Yorlft 1951). 
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Actaally the political challenge to 
Palestine did not come from the Jewish eoeraanity 
with^in it, but from the Zionist noveaent which had 
established itself in the later half of the I9th 
century. 
Professor S. A. H. Haqqi, idio wields a 
facile pen, says in his detached and analytical 
article **India, Israel and the West Asian Crisis'* : 
**Some people tend to think and react as if 
it were a religions conflict between the Mnslimi and 
the Jews and/or a racial one between the Jews and the 
Arabs; it is neither the one, nor the other* 
0 
"It is, on the other hand, a politicsl " 
econoaic straggle between the Arate who have lived there 
for centuries and want to live there in peace and 
with dignity, and the aggressive mi Hitant Zionists, 
who want to colonize Palestine with Jews drawn froa 
all over the world, particularly with Ifestem 
Jewry, to dominate and eicploit West Asia " 
Prof. Haqqi, in the same article quoted 
Ben-Gurion's*^  as follows : "The State of Israel, 
is a part of the Riddle East only in Geography which 
is in the main, static element. From the decisive 
fs 
aspect of dynamism, creation and growth, Israel HT 
a part of world Jewry.•(4) 
Another prominent figure Eraskine Qtilders 
has characterised brael as " the first and most 
systematic and the most skillful movemeat4>f aparthied 
in this century ''He know from Zionist memoirs, 
from their own official documents that, needless to say, 
(4) Hain8lrgam,(Wew Delhi) - July 29, 1967. 
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they were fully appraised of the fact that over 
90 pereeot of the pt^ ulation of Palestine were 
iadigenons Arabs and indeed more than that, that 
fnlly half of the 3eMisb minority in Palestine were 
not Zionists at all, but people wanted to be there 
very ouch in the spirit of Martin Popper, beeaase 
they wanted to live in Palestine as spiritual home, 
because they felt religious conneetion with it" (5) 
thus the Palestine problem is the story of a 
people, who have been living peacefully in their own 
homes and on their own lands for generations, then 
came total strangers from across the seas, turned the 
Muslim and (Aristian inhabitants oat of the country, 
and occupied their homes, fields, farms, orchards and 
groves, and laid hands on all their worldly possessions, 
claiming them as their own.(6) 
Ifhereas some of these strangers may have been 
helpless victims of European terror and injustice, the 
majority are pawns in a political and totalitarian 
movaaent. They are being concentrated in Palestine, 
not because they are in need of a refuge or a haven, but 
in order to fulfil the political aspirations of a major 
ideological movement called Zionism. Why Palestine 
f should have been chosen to exiate for European crimes 
* 
against the Jews, and why the Arab World should be 
compelled to give up a part of its homeland to satisfy 
the political aspirations of a foreign movenent intent 
on establishing a *State' in another people's hemeland, 
is difficult to comprehend and impossible to accept. 
5. Erskine Childers, Zionism. A Skilful Aparthied, Al-Arab. June, 1%7 Vol 6 No. 4, New Delhi. 
6. Walter Z. Laqueur, ed., The Middle East in Transition 
(New Yordk, 1958) George B. Cressey, Crossroads : 
Und & Life in Southwest Asia (Phi ladelphia, i960). 
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Let us hear the great apostle of peaee and 
Justice, Mahataaa Gaudhi, who said : 
"I have all my syapathies with the Jews. But 
Sympathy does not blind ae to the requirefflents of justiee. 
The cry for the natlMSl hone for Jews does not vake 
much appeal to ae. Palestine belongs to the Arabs in 
the same sense that &igland belongs to the &iglish or 
France to the French. It is wrong to impose the Jews 
on the Arabs nothing can be said against the 
Arab resistence in the face of overwhelming odds". (7) 
The well-known statesman and peace-lover 
the Late Jawaharlal Nehru said : 
"Palestine was m Arab country and Arab 
interests must prevail there.** (8) 
The leading historian of our times. 
Professor Arnold J. Toynbee said : (9) 
"After a lapse of 1,800 years it could 
not be said that Palestine was the land of the Jews. 
Otherwise, the United States of America should now 
belong to the Red Indians and the situation in 
England and in many other countries of the world 
should be different. In my opinion, the Jews have 
no right in Palestine except their right to personal 
property. They do not have the right to establish 
a State " 
(7). The Harilan (November 26, 1938) 
(8). The Hindu. (December 17, 1938) 
(9). Quoted in G.S, Bhargava, India & West Asia p-13. 
Maeh has been wittea and said about the 
Arab-Israeli eoofUct. ^t the essence and crux of 
this problm remains poorly understood. 
One of the reasons why this conflict is not 
adequately understood is that it is usually approaeh«l 
in terns of one or another of its many manifestations 
and aspects, rather than in tenas of its basic 
character - which lies at their root. In the act 
of concentrating on the individual tree« one often 
loses sight of the forest. 
Another confusing factor is that people 
often tend to forget that ^ e tension in the Palestine 
area is the result of some forty years of conflicts 
and not the child of today or yesterday. Many people sent 
to assume, when they become aware of a problea, that the 
probleo has cone into being at the moment they began to 
be aware of it. In approaching the problem or thinking 
of its solution, they tend to take as their point 
of departure the situation as it racists at the time they 
become aware of the problem and not the antecedent 
situations nor the long years in iriiich that situation 
had come to be tdiat it now is. 
The question whether Palestine is an Arab 
country or a Jewish one pre8upp<»es the existence of 
a dispute over two basic points t 
1. Do the Jews constitute a nation or a race ? 
2. Does this J^ish nation have a claim to Palestine ? 
It is these two basic questions that divide 
Zionism from anti-Sonism. 
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Tlie raeist theory of aonisa belongs to that 
of llazisD ete. This Is in direct eontradiction to 
modern scientific findings. 
Drs. Leslie & St^hen and Stephen Dunn 
Studied the qnestiou on the basis of Genetic Science, 
These two scientists wrote t (lOi 
" Each group of (Jewish) populations 
varies within itself, as is shown by differing 
frequencies of blood groups and some other genes. The 
seme is of course true of all human population.** 
Another Scientist* Prof. Harry L. Shapiro, 
writes t (11) 
'^e wide r&nge of variation between Jafish 
populations in their physical characteristics and the 
diversity of the gene frequencies of their bbod groups 
render any unified classifieation of then a contradiction 
in tenas." 
Israel basis its claim on Palestine on the 
following premises : They claim Palestine as their 
spiritual or religious hooe. It is claimed that the 
Bible promised Abraham that Palestine wcmld belong 
to his seed, namely, to the Jews. Th^ argued, therefore, 
that the setting up of a Jewish State in Palestine 
is a fulfillment of 6od*s Promise In the Bible, 
The Biblical basis of the Zionist claim to Palestine 
is derived from the Book of Genesis. Although no one 
is bound to take Biblical utterances literally -
especially as regards modern political conditions •• 
It Is remarkable that Zionism has been caught cheating 
even in this respect. 
(10). Alaudin Samari, 'Fallacy of Zionist claim to 
Palestine.*[BaV|^ ttne 1966, Vol V, No. 5-6^ htSJlj^  
(11)
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Autfaor S. Hadawi says : (12) 
**The Zionists have tbe andaeity to plead 
'Biblical* amthorlty. They quote the Covenaiit with 
Abraham and the Old Testaaent propbi»ies of a Jeivisb 
*retarQ* to Palestine. They deliberately ignere t«o 
main factors : 
(1) That the Covenant - If it had any legality 
in the twentieth eentury at all - doe* not 
apply only to the adherents of the Jewish 
faith; and 
(2) that present day Jews, hare no proof of 
physical descent from the early Hebrews 
to entitle them to proffer claims of 
inheritence." 
A nnmber of Christian scholars and anthorities, 
concerned at the way Boly Scriptures were being 
interpreted, have pointed out that the words seed of 
Abraham, Inevitably inclnde Arabs, both Muslim and 
Christian, who claim descent from Abraham through 
his son Ismael; that the promises made to the patriarchs 
have been annulled by national apostasy; that the 
so-called 'return* has been fulfilled again; that the 
promises apply to all mankind that such teins as 
'victory* and *salvation' In their true Biblical 
meaning, cannote religions and spiritual achievements« 
not the conquest or degradation of political enemies; 
and« more specifically, that such terms as *Israel* the 
*new Israel* or the *Israel of God* In the New Testament 
apply to the Ideal Christian Qturch, or a body of true 
believers in the religious sense.** (13). 
^^ t f^}^  tf^^' ^ ^ feraeli Conflict, (cause and 
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The Arab ease ia essence stems fr<n the 
principle that the only title lAich any people has 
to « e<mfttTf e«Bie& tt«Bi birth vcA toi^  and eoatlotted 
possession. It is these that give the Aaerieans their 
right to ilraerica and the British their right to Britain, 
In fact the *Divitte Pact* to hand over the 
land of *Cannan* which includes some pf portions of 
Palestine, is supposed to be made by God at the time 
of the circumcision of Ismail from whose seed Arabs 
can claim descent and whom Jews completely disown, 
Isaac from whose seed Zionists claim mythical descent, 
was not even born at the time of the so-called divine 
promise. 
From a pnrely political standpoint, the ancient 
Israelities were only one of a long series of Powers iriio 
exerted political control over the area from sometime 
before 3,000 B.C. until the present time, 
Palestine was quite populated before the first 
Israeli invasion during the 14th century B.C. The 
Canaanites, the original iriiabitants of Palestine, fAo 
had emigrated from the Arabian Peniuula, had achieved 
prior to the Israeli invasion an Advanced stage of 
civilization far superior to that of the nomadic Israelis, 
Then followed waves of invations by the Philistine, the 
Hebrews, the Greeks, "nie Romans, the Persians, th^ 
Crusaders and the l^rks. The Jews, during their short 
reign in only a part of Palestine, failed to exterminate 
the aborigines lAose descendants remained in the land 
after the expulsion of the Jews by the Persians and the 
Bomans, (14>. 
14. For details, see Horroe Berger, The Arab^ World 
lHew ItfA Wtt). W.B. FislaeT, HUdU Ewt. 
A Pbvhcal. Social & Heaional^ GeoaElEllX tLondon, ivau) 
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G. S. Bhargava says :(15) 
the dawn of history, Palestine was aceupied by 
Cannanites, who emigrated from the Arab Peninsula. 
Then followed waves of invasion by Philistines, 
Hebrews It was the eradle of different 
civilizations, and the home of three great religions, 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. But amidst all this 
diversity, the basic Arab character of Palestine 
stood foursquare. It always remained an Arab-speaking 
land and historically as welllis by tiesbf trade and 
commerce, formed part of the Arab world.** 
Ifhen the Arab Hnslims conqurred Palestine in 
636 A.O., there already lived in the country strong 
Arab tribes who had originally come frcmi the Arabian 
Peninsula. Since then, the country has become 
completely Arab and remained as such despite waves 
of invaders and coaquerers* Their occupation and 
possession of the land continued in their neii arabised 
character until the Zionist invasion ^  1948. 
At the time of Oirist, there were far more Jens 
living outside the Palestine area than there were in 
it. A large number of them had preferred to remain 
in Babylon and there they had multiplied considerably, 
and were an important minority group in that area even 
doena to the setting up of Iraq during the last gene-
ration. Other important Jewish colonies in the pre-Christian 
era had been established in Yemen, Alexanderla and 
Borne. 
15. G. S. Siargava, India and West Asia, p-13 
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Beferriag to the Jew*s relatioaship to 
the celebrated Hebrew Philosopher* Hiilo, 
wrote from Alexandria shortly before the birth of 
Christ i **0a aecount of their aaaber, the Jestn 
canoot be eoatalned la oae land. For this reason they 
9Qia their living in nearly all the richest lands 
and Islaims of Europe and Asia. They indeed consider 
Jerusalem, where the holy temple of God Almighty 
is situated as their hoae, hut they regard as their 
country, the coaatry la irtiieh they hare been liriag 
since the time of their fathers, grandfathers ami 
greatgrandfathers aad in which they were thmaelvei 
bora aad brought up.** (16) 
ta the Bible, according to the Prophet Jeremiah, 
God instructed the Jews to "Seek the peace of the city 
whether t have caused you to be carried away as captives, 
and pray unto the Lord for it, for ia the peace, 
therefore, you shall have peace," 
Following the complete destruction of Jerusalem 
and the building of a Boman city. A^lia capitolina 
/ ) > 
oa the site by Badrian ia A.D., the Jenisb people 
throttgh-oat the world displayed ao political iaterest 
ia the area uatil seveateea hitwired years later whea 
the first Zionist Congress was held in Basle • 
Switzerland ia 189T. Bat even ia that saae year, 
the first warnings were sounded against interpretting 
Judaism in political terms, when the e«itral coafereaee 
of Americaa Babbis passed the following resolution : -
"Resolved that we totally disapprove of aay 
attempt for the establishment of a Jewish State 
such attmpts for the establishment of a Jewish State ...« 
Pryoaratorv Notes For the Palestine Problem. A white l^ aper, l^ ubilshed by:I'Jhe Biroctorate of Culture & Guidance, Jordon, p-6. 
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snch attempts do not benefit. Imt infinitely harm 
oar Jewish brethren where they are still persecuted, 
by confinBing the assertion of their enemies 
that the Jews are foreigners in the countries 
in trtiich they are at hme, and of which they 
are everywhere the most loyal and patriotic 
citizens." 
Nvertheless, therefore, Theodore Berzl, 
first President of the Zionist Congress pushed 
ahead with his plans to 'ingather* Jews froe 
all over the world into a political state in 
Palestine. 
The Zionist movement took a sharp Ittrn 
when he published in 1695 his pamphlet 
DEB JODEFiSTAAT (the Jwish State). This 
pfflsphlet embodies the basic tenets of modem 
political Zionism. The Zionist State in 
Palestine is, to a very large extent, bailt in 
accordance with the doctrines which are 
propounded by him in PER JDDENSTAAT. The 
pnphlet in fact may considered as a laboratory 
manual for Zionist world their aims and tactics. 
Although the first definition of the aims of 
Zionism was publicly stated to be *the extablishmet 
for the Jewish people of a hone in Palestine, 
secured by law,** Herzl himself wrote in bis 
diary on September 3, 1897 following the 
first congress, "At Basle I founded the 
Jewish State". 
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Aetttally, Herzl's ez^ was for a state here* 
there, or any idtere. Re received some years later, 
an offer fr«n the British GoTeroqent for the 
establishaeiit of a Jewish State in Uganda 
(Africa). Berzi would have closed with this 
joiiither in 1903, but by that time there were too 
many ethers in the Zionist Moveaent irtiose thought 
converged on Palestine, 
Despite Israeli statemrat of non-political 
aims, they continued their efforts to gain recognition 
of their *right* to establish a Jewish state in 
Palestine with the issuance of the Balfour 
Declaration of November 2, I9l7, and the most 
serious claim to Palatine by Zionists is based 
on this Declaration. 
The Declaration which was sent by Sti Arthur 
Balfour to Lord Rothsehild, read, as follows : -
'^ is Hajesty's Government view with favcnir 
the establishment in Palestine of a National Home 
for the Jewish people, and will use their best 
endeavours to facilitate the achievement of 
this object, it being clearly understood that 
nothing shall bedone which may prejudice the 
Civil or religions rights of etisting non-Jewish 
communities in Palestine, or the rights and 
political status enjoyed fay Jews - in any other 
country." 
The Declaration (17) with its ambiguous 
reference to *8 national hone for the Jewish 
people in Palestine,* made the Zionists supposedly 
regret the use of the world 'home* instead of 
•state* and the use of the phrase in Palestine 
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iastead of * of Palestine'. But the Zionists 
regarded this docmient as a charter entitling 
them to colonize Palestine and establish a state. 
The Arabs* point of view on this 0€>eiaration 
is that it was contrary to the basic concept of 
Justice for the Foreign Secretary of Britain to 
precise a national hone for a religious group in 
a couBtr; where they do not dewell. It was a 
statement oade by the British Government to a 
self-styled representative of the *Jewish* people 
declaring its support for the establishment for a 
'Jewish national home* in Palestine at a time when 
Britain did not have even colonial control over 
Palestine. It was later, through the betrayal 
of the Arabs that Britain was declared the 
Mandatory Power in Palestine. Hie British hand, 
in the Hussein<4lahon correspondence, promised 
to recognise the Arab nation, including Palestine 
as an independent state in return for their support 
of the Allied cause during World Har I. But under 
the Sykes - Picot Agreement, Britain and France, 
the two major Allied powers, secretly agreed in 
1916, to divide up the Arab world into spheres of 
influence for each other. (16). 
Two years before it proclaimed the Balfour 
Declaration, the British Government had pledged itself 
to support the establishment of an indepmdent. 
(17) For an extremely detailed study, see Leonard 
Stein, The Balfwir Declaration^  New York, 1961, 
(18) For a critical study of British policy during 
and after world war I, see Elie Kedourie, 
England & the Middle East (London, 1956). 
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aaited Arab State if the Arabs would rise la 
revolt agaiast the Ottomans, allies of Germany, 
The Arabs, iaeluding the Arabs of Palestine had 
revolted and were fighting the Ottomans at the 
time idien the Balfour Declaration was being 
secretly negotiated in London. 
The Declaration reveals the contradictory 
of this document and its vagueness 
1. The Declaration does not define the 
term national home. There is absolutely no indication 
that the tem meant a Jewish State. 
2. The Declaration is a unite composed of 
three main clauses. It promises the establishment 
of a Jewish National Hi^ ie, but at the same time it 
guarantees the civil and religious rights of 
Palestine* Arab inhabitants. The prwiise made 
to the Zionists without the consent of the Arabs of 
Palestine constitutes indeed the first violation 
of the rights vdiich the safeguarding clause seeks 
to guarantee. Furthermore, it is impossible to 
establish a national home for foreign groups of a 
particular religion in a country without injiring 
the religious rights of the inhabitants of that country, 
together with their basic civil rights. Since the 
Declaration is a unit and since it is impossible to 
implement all its clnuses simultaneously, one 
caluse should nullify the other. 
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Klas}-Craae Cfflaaissioo pointed oat th« 
Palestine Arabs* point of view, ami their opposition 
to saeh a declaration. The Mnd-Crane Comiissiott 
reported : (19) 
**t9o British Officer believed that the Zionist 
program eould be carried ont except by force of arns. 
The officers generally thonght that a force of not 
less than 50,000 soilders would be required even to 
Initiate the program. Iliat in itself is evidence of 
a strong sense of the ii^ nstice of the Zionist 
program on the part of the non-3eMish popnlations of 
Palestine and Syria". 
Already in 1914, Zionists leaders particularly 
Or, Weizmann and Lord Rothschild had began to work on 
certain menbers of the British cabinet with a view to 
securing the British Government's blessings and British 
protection for a Jafish state in Palestine. The most 
remarkable fentnre of the meeting that took place 
on the subject between the Zionist leaders and their 
friends* the British Cabinet ministers was the 
deliberate and almost total exlacsion of the Arate 
the people who at the moment were the owners and 
inhabitants of Palestine. I quote from volume II 
of Documents on British Foreign Policy, iriierein 
Balfour wrote : 
'*In Palestine we do not propose ever to go 
through the form of consulting the wishes of the present 
inhabitants 
19. Preparatory Not«s For 'The Palestine Problem' 
A Hhite Paper, Published by the Ministry of Culture 
and Guidance, pp 16-17. 
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Zionism Is of far greater importance than desires 
and prejudices of the 7,00000 (Seven hundred thottsawls) 
Arabs Mho now inhabit that aneient land. I do not 
thiidc Zionism will hurt the Arabs, but they will never 
say they want it .......... As far as Palestine is 
eoneerned the powers have made no statement of faet which 
is not admittedly wrong, and no declaration of policy, 
trtiich at least in the letter, they have not always 
intended to violate.** 
Weizmann, who had assumed complete mastery of 
the Zionist movement, then gained British consent to 
he»l a commission to Palestine and X quote Jamas 
Parkers in his Bistory of the Jewish People, 
to "Plan for the restoration and extension of Jewish 
settlftnent as soon as hostilities with the Turks 
were over," 
The Zionist leaders followed a policy of 
shifting the emphaisis of their aims fton a *h<Mie* for 
persecuted Jews to a full-fledged political state. 
Daring the British Mandate, the initial 
purposes of Zionism were accomplished gradually and 
piecemeal, ostensibly in accordance with the 
provisions of the Balfour Declaration. Over half a 
million Jews were brought into Palestine. Th^ 
segregated themselves in a closed community, Th^ 
established and managed their own school^  their own 
health centres, their own labour organisations. They 
foraed a semi-autonomous political machine which 
represented them collectively vis-a*>vis the Mandatory 
Government and the outside world. They recruited. 
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trained and armed their para-ailitary organisations. 
Tbey virtaally establisfaed iritat the Boyal Coomisslon 
called in 1937 *a state within a State*. 
Seeing the situation deteriorating before 
them, the British Govermaent resolved to wasKtheir 
hands by making a final statement of policy* They had 
come to the eonclnsion that neither their former 
support of the Jevfs nor their former interest warranted 
a continned development of the National Home. In 
1939 the British Government issued the White Paper, 
which sought to limit further expansion of the 
Zionist establishment in Palestine, and the Zionists 
to a certain extent, alarmed by the vicious 
persecutiotB visited upon European Jews by Hitler, 
proclaimed in 1942, in the Biliaore Progrnmae, 
that they were no longer satisfied with a 'Jewish 
Commonwealth.* Zionist leaders had, indeed, 
indicated all along that 'Statehood * was their 
ultimate goal, the Biltmore Programme was merely 
the first articulate Proclamation of this objective 
as an immediate goal. 
The Zionists to(dc advantage of the outbreak 
of war to accumulate arms to machanise the Illicit 
Baganah. Palestine was, however, admitted to the Arab 
League after its foundation in 1944, and by the 
Alexandria Protocol it became known that 'Palestine 
constitutes an important part of the Arab World, and 
the rights of the Arabs in Palestine cannot be touched 
without prejudice to peace and stability in the Arab 
world." 
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Xn February of that year the Aneriean Congress 
declared that the doors of Palestine shall 
be opened for free entry of Jews into that eoontry, 
and that there shall be full opportunity for eolonizatlont 
so that the Jewish people may altimately reconstitute 
Palestine as a free and decnocratic Jewish 
coaraonwealth«** 
The Zionists no« placed their fall reliance 
on the /Uaerican Government in the same way as they had 
done with the British during the inter-war years. They 
relied on other sourcest too Czechoslovakia among 
them* to create an army equipped with modern weapons 
which they used first against the British and then 
against the defenceless Arab Inhabitants. Th« 
British Government in despair referred the natter to 
the O.N.O. At the September meeting in 1947 the 
whole authority and influence of the O.S.A. was 
behind the Zionist cause and the General Assembly passed 
a resolution on 27th November recommending the 
partition of Palestine. 
Why this abominable conspiracy was plotted 
and executed by Britain and the United States in the 
most shameful disregard of the fundamental rights of the 
Palestine people ? 
The aim was the creation of an imperialist base 
in the heart of the Arab World and the Middle East, 
with a view to continue there from their machinations, 
intrigues and aggressive actions against the liverty, 
well-being and national independence of the peoples 
in the whole area, by wedging in their midst, the 
State of Israel; particularly so because the colonial 
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aad dependent peoples of Asia and Africa started 
intensifying their struggle for liberation and 
self-determiaatioa« (20) 
^ R. K. Nehru, former Secretary-General to 
the Indian External Affairs Hinistry. has said (21) : 
"The Israelis claim that Palestine is their 
homeland as their religions books described it as 
such smae years ago. 
What they seem to forget is that for 1000 yean 
before Israel was created, Palestine was part of the 
Arab homeland. Is it surprising that the Arabs have 
reacted straongly to their displacraent by a foreign 
eooaunity Mhich is largely of European origin ? Would 
any other eouatry have reacted differently if it had 
been exposed to a similar experience ? 
(20). For a compreheasive, thorough and excellent 
analysis of the intricate problems and relations 
betweea the Middle East and the Rest, please 
see. Hand S. Bromberger, Secrets of Suez 
(London, 1957), Reader Ballard, Britain and the 
Middle East (London, 1951), John C. Campbell. 
Defence of the Middle East. Problems of American 
Policy (New York, 1958), Erskine B. Childers, 
The Boad to Suez (London, 1962), Michael Joaides, 
Divide and Lose - The Arab Revolt. 1955-58. 
George Kirk, ContcmDorarv Arab Politics. 
A concise History (New York. 1961) and 
George Unczonsh, pi^dl? E^ t^ jn wt^ yld 
Affairs (Ithaca - 1952). 
(21). E. K. Nehru, *Indial Policy Fully Justified*. 
Al-Arab, Ndw Delhi 1967, Vol 6 No. 5. 
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The British, as the old mandatory paMer were 
guided by their imperial inter^ts in creating a 
national home for the Jews. Step by step, this has 
led, against bitter Arab opposition iriiieh was easily 
overcome as the Arabs were weak, to the establishment 
of the Israeli State, the steady extension of it^^^-
frontiers and the expulsion or migration during war 
time of the Arab from their ancestral hones. A 
great refugee problaa has been created and Israel has 
refused to implement the D.N. Resolutions on the return 
of the refugees or payment of compensation to thai,' 
THE DNITEP WATIOSS PAigTITION RESOUDTTOfi ' ^ ^ 
OF 29 NOVEHBEB 1947. 
It was oinrioas that at this tim«, 
Afro^ Asian eottntries were in *bopeless majority* 
and the tiforld Oi^ anisatloa tras dooinated by 
8ig Powers. 
la 1947, tbe Brltlsb &orermeat timoaneed 
that it had fonnd *the Handate has proved to be 
nnworkable In practice, anl that the obligations 
nndertdcen to the two eonmanities h«3 been 
shorn to be irreeoaeilabie* (22). 
The British Goverment said : "tfe have 
tried for years to solve the problem of Palestine. 
Having failed so far, we now bring it to the 
United Nations in the hope that it can saeeeed 
where we have not. All we say is that we should 
not have the sole responsibility for enforcing 
a solntion which is not accepted by both parties 
and which we cannot reconcile with oar 
conscienee.** (23) 
The General Assembly of the United 
Nations appointed a Special Coomittee to visit 
Palestine and investigate. From its CMiposition, 
it was evident to the Palestine Arabs that its 
•embers bad arrived in the country predisposed 
to accepting a giontst 'Solution* based on 
Partition and the establishment of a *Jewish State. 
22. Palestine : Supplementary Komorandnm to the 
United Nations Special Committee (UNSCOP) ; p-27. 
23. United Nations Official Records of First Special 
Session of General Assenbly, fol. IIT, pp 183-164. 
The report satnltted to the General 
Assembly consisted of two plans t A Majority 
Plan of Partition vith Eeonoraie Onion* and a 
Minority Plan of a Federal State.(24). 
All Indleations at the time showed 
that the Minority Plan had no chance; Nhlle 
sk^tisa and hesitancy snrrranded the Majority 
Plan. To ensare the passage of the Majority Plan, 
however, Zionist Pressures Inside and outside 
the Onited Nations increased. To the ABerican 
pabllc, the Zionist approach was throngh the 
Bible and the sufferings of Enropean Jewry. To 
those 1^0 frowned on Zionist acts of terror and 
sabotage in Palestine, the Zionists nade believe 
that their nndergronnd oovenent was engaged in the 
ssBO kind of straggle that the Aaerican 
Revolutionists had waged against the very sane 
British ioperlalist power, and that the establishaent 
of a Jewish State would be one of the loftiest 
acts of haaanitarianism. To the Onited States 
PolicyHsaker, the Zionists waved the *Jewish vote. 
The partition Resolution was opp(»ed by 
all the AfrooAsian aeraber-iStates, with the exception 
of the Philippines in Asia and Liberia in Africa. 
It was ffilopted hy 33 votes to 13. Ten iaclnding 
Britain did not vote (25). 
24. United Nations Document A/364, Vol I. 
25. U. N. Resolution 181 (II) of 29 November, 1947. 
The Partitlea Resolution divided 
Palestine into six principal parts - three of whieli 
<56 per cent of the total area) were reserved for 
a *Je»i8h State* and the other three with the 
*enclave of Jaffa* (43 per cent) for an *Arab 
State*. Jcrusaleo and mvirons (0.6S per cent) 
Mas to be an *International Zone* to be 
8(hiiaisterc!d by the United Nations Organisation. 
The reason for this extraordinary and 
aanatnral division was to inclitde within the 
*Je»ish State* all areas owned and inhabited 
by Jews even thoogh this aeaat the inclnsion 
of large areas owned and inhabited entirely 
by Arabs. For mtaaple the Kegeb which conprises 
half the territory of Palestine in idiich Jewish 
ownership was less than one-half percrat was 
included in the area assigned to the 'Jewish 
State*, the 'Arab State* on the other hand, 
was to inclnde the least possible ntiaber of Jews 
and the smallest amonat of Jewish property. As 
regards popttlation« the * Jewish State* was to 
coaprise 490,000 Sen and 497,000 Arabs; the 
*Arab State* was to inclnde 725,000 Arabs and only 
10,000 Jews. 
Bow the Partition Besolntion got the 
•ajority in the United Nations ? The Majority 
was manoenvired throngh Hestera pressure is best 
revealed by some of the teerican spokesaen who 
had played a leading role in getting this resolation 
passed, Lawrence R. ^ ith, an Aaerican expert 
oa foreign affairs aad Senator, rq)orted to the 
C<agr^s ia the solemn testiaoay. 
**iet*s take a look at the r^^ord, 
Mr. Speaker, and see tehat happesni ia the 
Onit^ Hatioas Ass^bly prior to the vote on 
Partitloa. A two-thirds vote was required 
to pass the resolution. Oa two occasions the 
Assembly was to vote and twice it was postponed. 
It was ohvions that the delay was necessary 
beesnse the proponents (Q.S.A. & U.S.S.H.), 
did not have the necessary votes. In the laeaatiiae, 
intense pressare was applied to the delegates 
of three ssall nations by the U.S.A. at the 
highest levels in Mashingtos. When the matter 
was finally considered on 29th, idiat happened ? the 
decisive irates for partition were cast bytUberia 
and the f*hillppiae$. These votes were snfficlent 
to sake the two-thirds majority, hrevionsly these 
eottstries opposed the sove The pressare by mir 
delegates, oar officials and by the private 
citizens of the Oaited constitutes repr^ensible 
collect against theo and against as." (26) 
Another teerlcan leader, Sanaer Velles 
is eqaally frank (27> i 
••By direct order of the White Hoase, every 
form of pressere, direct or iwiireet, wm browght 
to bear by Aaerlcan Officials upon thMte coantriet 
outside the Boslen iSorld that were known to be either 
26. C.S. Congressional Becord, December 18, 194T, p-llT6 
27. Welles, Saoner, »e Ne^ Not Fail, Boston ; Boaghton 
Mifflin, 1948. 
¥ 
aaeertaiii or opposed to partition. Sepresentativot 
for iBtonedioriet wsre onployed bg the Hlilto Hovse 
to aske sure that the neeessary majority Monld at 
least be teeared". 
JTaaes Forrestal reveals the bratal tratb 
whes tie layst 
raetfeods tkat bad been used to bring 
coereioB and duress on other nations in the General 
Assembly bordered closely on to Soandal.** (28) 
President Trunan in bis memoirs has 
openly admitted that sinee he had no *Arab 
eoBStitnent*« he eonld have scarce regard for 
Arab interests. Trtman has boasted that bnt for 
this pressorot the resolution wonld never have got 
a majority support. 
I^e story of the pr^sar^t to Mhich the 
General Assembly was sabjeeted was annonnced by many 
representatives in the United Nations. For example, 
the Liberian delegate to the world Organization 
approached to support partition replied that 
he considered the method of approach as 'attempt 
at intimidation* and so reported the D.S. State Department. (29) 
tot when the vote came, Uberia-like Haiti and the 
Philippines irtiich also had opposed partition in the 
first iastaoee * changed its vote to 
28. Iljl^l pJ^f'j^i® Diaries, New York; 
29. Ulienthtti, Alfred, What Price Israel ? 
(Chicago; Heury Regenry, 1953), p-64. 
-Tbe Regretratative of tke I%illppiaM 
said : 
delegation takes part ia this fiaal 
stage in the consideration of the Palestine probleo 
with profoand taisgiving** (30) 
Hie Ssedish delegate admitted (A 31) 
that the plan **ha8 its weak sides aiMl sooe 
dangerous j^ bnoissions**. 
The delegate of Canada Stated t(32) 
••lie sapport the Plan with heavy hearts and nany 
aisgivings.** 
The New Zealand Representative talked (33) 
of the **grave inadecinaneies of the present proposals.* 
Belgian Foreign Minister ?an Langenhove 
said of it : (34) "We are not certain it is 
eoopletely Just; we doubt «d>ether it is praetieal; 
and we are afraid that it involres gr^t risks.** 
30. I ^ , pp 1313-1314 
31. Ibid, p 1312 
32. Ibid, p 1319 
33. Ibid, p 1357 
34. Ibid, p 1365 
Od the eve of the final vote, the 
Lebanese Bepresmtative, made the follosdng 
statement i 
"to judge the press reports which reaeh 
OS regularly every two or three days I ean well 
imagine to v^at pressures, to idiat Mnoeavres 
ymtr sense of Justice, eqaity and deraoeraey has 
been exposed during the last thirty-six hours. 
t can also imagine how you have resisted all these 
attempts in order to preserve what we hold 
dearest and most sacred in the Dnited Rations to 
fce^ intact the principles of the Charter, and to 
safeguard democracy and the democratic methods of 
our Organisation, fiy friends, think of these 
democratic methods, of the freedom in voting which 
is sacred to each of our delegatiom. If we do 
abawlon this for the tyrannical system of tackling 
each delegation in hotel rwrns^  in bed, in corridors 
and ante-rooms, to threaten them with economic 
santions or to bribe them with promises in order to 
compel them to vote one way or another, think of 
what (wr Organisation would become in the future." 
Sir Zafrullidi Khan, BepresMtative of Pakistan, 
in explaining his negative vote, declared t '*In the 
words of the greatest American > have striven 
to do the right as God gives us to see the right.* 
35. (MTficial Becords of Secom} Session of the 
General Assembly, Vol. It, p 1314. 
tie did saece^ in periaadlng a saffieleat ooaber of 
mtr felio» represeatatives to see the right as 
we saer it, bat they «ere not peniitted to stand 
by the right as they saif it." Be then reaarked t 
**We entertain no sense of grievanee against those 
of onr friends fellow representatives tiho have 
been eoepellod* nnder heavy pressure* to ehange sidM 
and to east their votes in support of a proposal the 
» 
Jnstiee and fairness of which do not eaaraend theaselves 
to them, (hir feeling for them is on of syapathy 
that they should have been placed in a position 
of sneh eobarraiment between their Jadgeaent and 
eonsoienee, on the om side, and the pressure to which 
they and their 6overnneats were being subjected, on 
the other.** (36) 
The American author, Alfred Ulienthal, 
a Jew author, gives a pertinmt criticista of the 
manner in which the Partition Resolution was obtained. 
Be wrote t (3?) 
"The United Nations dealt a severe blow to 
the prestige of international law and organisation 
lay its hasty, frivolous, and arrogant treatnent of the 
Palatine question. The General Assenbly tuned down 
the only reasonable suggestions • a referendna In 
Palestine aiMl suhtsission of the l^al probleas to the 
International Court of Justice. The displaced persons 
problee was handled with outrageious thought less ness^V^ 
, JL&ajVu tliM. i ^ tAJL ^ ^Azf^ 
36. Official Records of Second Session of General 
Asseably, Vol, IT, p>1426. 
37. Ulienthal, What Price Israel ? pp- 73-74 
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The PartitioQ Besolution. 
1. Partition of Palestiiie l6l (II) of 
29 Noveober 194T), reconroended the Partition of 
Palestine into a Jewish State, an Arab State, and 
an International Zone of Jemsaleo. 
The Sesolntion provided for certain 
safegoards for both Arabs and Jens within the 
respective areas, itoong these nere : 
(a) The eonstitations of the States shall 
contain provisions 'Guaranteeing to all persons 
equal ami non-discriminatory rights in civil. 
Political, ecmioaic and religions natters and the 
enjoj^ eot of huoan rights and fundaoental freedons, 
including freedom of religion, language, speech 
and publication, education, assembly and association."' 
CONTD, from page 8, 
(The story of the pressures on the General Assembly 
in the course of its deliberations on the Palestine 
Problem, and of ba<^ -st8ge manoeuvres during the 
fateful days Immeiiately preceding the adoption of 
the Partition Resolution has been told by a number 
of firsthai^ observers and participants. Among 
others, the following would be ftmnd particularly 
useful ! 
Bemoirs Harry S. Truman ; Tears of Trial 
and Hope 1946-1^2. New York: Ooubleday & Co, 
Chapters X-XH, pp. 132-169. 
Mi His, aalter, ed. The Foiryestql 
New York? Viking Press, Chapter DC pp 336-381. 
Manly, Chesly. The O.tf. Eecord. Chicago: Benry, 
Begency Co., pp 49-53. 
Roosevelt, Kenait. 'Bie Partition of Palestine : 
A Lesson in Pressure Politics. "Middle East Journal. 
Vol. ri No. 1» January, 1948. 
Stevens, Richard P "American Zionism and O.S. 
Foreicnt PolicT". New York : Pageant Press, - 1%2, 
(b) Tbe 'Geasral Pro^sion* provides that -
"The StlpnlatioBS emitaliied in tlie Deelaration 
are reeogmised as foi^ anental ta«is of the State* 
aad no law, regulation or effieial aetion shall 
eoBfiiet or interfere nith these stipulations, 
nor shall any iawt regulation or official aetion 
prevail ever then." 
(e) ''Citizenship » Palestinian citizens residing 
in Palestine oatside the City of Jerasalen, as 
well as Arabs and Jews, nho not holding Palestinian 
Citizenship, reside In Palestine outside the 
City of JerasaloB shall, npon the reeognition of 
independence* beeocte citizens of the state in ohich 
they are resident and enjoy foil ciil and political 
rights. •«•.••** 
(d) •*The provisions of Qiapters 1 (on Holy 
Places, Rellgiotts Buildings aad Sites) and 2 (On 
Religions and Minority Rights) of the Declaration 
shall be under the gnarantee of the United Rations, 
and no oodifIdeations shall be aade in them irithoat 
the assent of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations. Any senber of the United Nations shall have 
« 
the right to bring to the attention of the General 
Assembly any Infraction or danger of infraction of 
any of these stipulations, and the General 
Assembly may thereupon aidce snch recoenendation as 
it Biay deed prefer In the clrcoBatances.** 
The Arato of Palestine, as tili as of the 
neighfcmiriiig Arab States were outraged by the 
ad<^tioa of Partltioa ftesolatioa. they never 
accepted this, thoF took up the valid position : 
It is Arab territory and no one has any right 
to divide It and to give it to somoae else.** 
The Arabs rejected the Partition 
Resolution on the grounds that it violated the 
provisions of the Onited Nations Charter Mhieh 
gives a people the right to decide their 
desting fay national self-deteraination. And an 
Arab country was to become, nlthout the c<Misent 
of the raajority of its pt^ nlatioa and against 
their will, subject to anallen authority. 
The area awarded to the "Jewish State" 
eooiprised 56 per cent of the total area of Palestine. 
Only about one half of Its population were Jews, 
and ovrned about 10 percent. 
Hr. A. S. R. Chari said : 
"At the tine when Britain was given the 
ingue of Nations Uandate, the Arabs constttttted 
93 per cent of the population of Palestine. 
The aajorlty was reduced to 85 per cent 
as a result of the iranigrstion allowed by the 
British. 
The population of Palestine as on 31 
December 1946 was, 1,845,589, consisting of 
1,237,332 Arabs and 608,225 Jews. 
tbese figures quoted by the Special Committee 
Here aot based on Ceosus figures <(tlse last 
Census ms only is 1931). 
tn the proposed Jenish State 127,000 Arab 
Sedouios trere not laclnded because the Special 
Cosraittee said that os they acre *Ncnads* they 
could not be counted as settled population. 
In fact, these bedmiini cultivate tw> million 
donuB (one donas is 1000 square meter) of 
cereal land. 
the jevish State of f*aiestine was thus to 
have a total pojmlation of 1,006,800 consisting of 
509,780 Arabs (including Bedouins) and 499,920 Jew." 
Mr, A.S,R. Chari then said i 
"fto one has ever heard of a sqtarate State 
being created for a minority and thus make the 
niaority take possession of a State. 
The Arab State would have 725,000 Arabs and 
10,000 Jews. 
The City of Jerusalem was with 100,000 Jews 
and 105,000 Arabs. 
"Hhat is inore in the l^ rsheba ares, the 
swthem section of Israel, there were only 1020 
Jews as against 103,820 Arabs. 
In the northern section, eastern Galilee 
area, the Arabs mre 86,200 against 28,750 Jews, that 
is three tiaes as great as the nuaber of Jews, 
It is only in the central section, that is 
the plains of Sharon and Esdraclon that the Jews (due 
to iisaigratloii have s majority 469«250 3ema as 
against 306«760 Arabs. Of this it oust be reaefflbered 
that a lar^e part of tbe Je»s are eoaceatrated in the 
towas of Tel Atriv awl Peta Tiqira. 
^ch nas tbe Partitioa, a partitloa sot based 
00 any rational coasideratioB vAiatever except that 
Imperialist oil interests in *tlie Hiddle East* needed 
a separate State as its base for political, 
econooic an^ dilitarj poUeies." (38) 
The Zionists, natorally, had no reason 
to rejeet the Partitioa Hesolution ohich gave thea 
sovereigfsr over Arab territory, even to espel and 
dispossess the Arab inhabitants. t«t ns hear nhat 
anthor Hoshe Uarahin said t (39) 
**The fanatieal 'Jewish political notionalists* 
of coarse acc^ted partition with alacrity, for the 
partition plan was aerely a foothold for the fall 
realization of Erets Israel as predatory Ben Garion 
and Henahm Beigia had aavisioned it all along 
openly and tmashtssedly, quoting the Bible and 
preparing for the bloody 'rMeeaing* and 'ingatherii^ .* 
So, as the date of British withdraul approached, 
the story of the spring of became that of a 
race between political and diplomatic developments 
at the United Nations and military developments is 
Palestine, IsraeJ feared that the United NatioMS maiM 
alter its partition decision. 
ftWHftRl^ 
38C\ Historical Racfcarouod of the West Asian Crisi.f. 
Ai5.B<-Chari, Pablished by : The Indian Preparatory 
Cflomittee, International Conference in Sopport of 
the Arab Peoples, New OelhU Noveober 11 to 14, 
1967, pp 4-S. 
39. See oaoe 14 (next). 
to face the Hhole world* and to confront the 
United Nations with an irreversible *ac60!aplished 
fact*, the Zionist onder-groand forces-vthich 
later fomed the Israeli army - conducted actively 
a series of terrorist actio»i aid 
intensified their military efforts against 
Palestine Arabs to empell then into fleeing from 
their houses, and to eoccapy as laide an area of the 
Holy Lend as possible, all in order to dissnaj^ the 
United Nations from changing its Diad, or, 
failing that, to render any reversal by the 
United Nations of its previous decision and to 
compel1 reality. 
ieanvAiile, on 14 Hay 1948, rtien the G«»eral 
Asseably uas discussing the fatnre Governaent of 
Palestine, the r^resentatives of the Jeifish 
Agency infemed the delegates that at 10 a.m. 
Eastern Standard Tiae, the Jens had proclaiaed a 
*Jewish State.* 
This was an attempt to decide by the 
forcible action of the ^eiflsh minority in Palestine, 
the solution of the Palestine Problem. This 
minority usurped the adhority of the General 
Assaably and the Security Council. Alt the 
proceedings that totdc place since April 1947, 
bad been dealiag with *the fatare Gevemment of 
Palestine.** 
39. (Contd.) Moshe Qenuhin, The Decadence of Judaism 
ia Our Tiae, (New York : Exposition Press, 1965), 
m w r — 
The Zionists* rightly or mrengly. «er» 
a party to this intematloaal dispute. For thai 
to deelde the ls8«e tmllaterally and take aetloa 
is definitely illegal» aeeordlag to Intenatioiial 
li bm, 
Distnrbanees took place la the Hoaly Land 
after the ad<^ tioa of the Partltloa Resolatloa, 
Palestine had not beea aafamiliear with 
such distarbaaees during ^ e preeediag three 
decades. 
According to doemientary eyidenee 
pnblished by the British Govemeeat in its Vhite 
Paper of 1946 aany Zionists leaden iaelndlag 
David Ben GarioB« Boshe Sharret, Bernard Jos^h 
and others aere proved gailty of being party 
to a cmiaon d^ign to eoomit soae of the outrages 
perpetrated. Jewish terrorisa in the Holy Land 
from 1943-47 Mas responsible for the ontrageons 
eriaes t^ ieh aere coirfeDned hy world pnblie opinion, 
inelnding the llandatory Power. 
the ZiMiist eoQmnBity between 27 Noveaber 
1947, wh«s the Partition Resolution was adopted and 
15 Bay 1948, tdien the State of Israel was proclnined, 
was racing with tiae and taking matters into itp^ 
own hands in an effort to preclude the anticipated 
repeal by the United Nations of the Partition 
Resolution aod to face the whole world with an 
irreversible 'accoapllshed fact*. 
nsjor Edgar O'Ballanee wrote i <40) 
'*tt was the Jewisb Polley, to eneoarage 
the Arabs to quit their hemes* and "they ejeeted 
those who eiong to their villages". 
Glubb Pasha has also writtra aboat the 
ttnamed Arab inhabitants. "Eoeoaraged to move by 
blw$ or bf iadeceat acts'*. (41) 
The explanation of this policy oay be fmiki 
in the ntterancM of the leading polieyHsaker of 
the Zionist Conmunity in Palestine, Oavid Ben 
6nrion. Ta an address to the Central Committee 
of the Israel *Worlcer*s Party** nade on 8 January 
1948* Ben Gnrion said t (42) 
We know of all that international 
verdiets can be upset. He reneaber the adjMStnent 
of the all-powerful Allies in the Near East after 
their victory in the First Norld War, parcelling 
oat Tnrfcish territory. Hastafa Keraal cane along 
awi turned the tables.** 
** Force of arms* net fonaal resolutions, will 
detexnine the issue.** 
Even before the General Assembly had 
adopted the partition Besolution, Ben-Gurion was 
callii^ upon Zionists in Palestine to establish 
by force such situations as would make the Zionist 
State an 'aecflaplished fact*. On 2 October 1947 
in an address made before the 'Elected Assembly* 
at Jerusaleot he said : 
41. Glubb* Sir J«An Bagot, A Soldier with the Arabs. 
(New Toric: Harper & Bros. 1 ^ ) ; p 251. 
"There Is the possibility, hov near la tiae 
I can not say* bat very real, that se aay be sacked 
Into a poiitleal vaeuoa. Polities^  pre-enineatly, lb 
abhor avcaeuom. If we do not fill It, others will. 
**Tbe states quo cannot go on 
It is bard to guess tdien the British will aetaally 
leave The taain thing Is not *Rhen?*, 
but *^8t next It Is all a qnestion 
of effectuation, for both the United Nations and 
onrselves. Perhaps the «diole</esign of Hr. Creech-
Jones* statement was to stnqpede the United ^tlons, 
and made the decision harder. Very well, let ns 
provide the catalyst. Britain assures as she will 
not carry out aiqr United Nations* decision, bnt 
neither will she resist any He therefore, 
tell the world that we will MirselvM discharge it, 
that we are willing, fit and ready to gather op 
the reins of governnent instantaneously " 
"No raore protests and cltmor, not another day of 
avcacuina in theory. Jurisdiction and ethics, 
we shall bear the grave responsibility onrselves. 
Perhaps we are anready, inmature but events will 
not wait for ns. The International calendar will not 
synechronlze Itself to oars'* (43) 
42. (CONTO.) David Ben Gurion, Bebirth and 
Destiny of Israel, New Yorki^^ilosophlcal 
Library, 1954, pp 227 and 232. 
43. Ibid, pp 211-217. 
It was this offieial Zionist eoaeept 
of tbe relationship between diplaBatie«politieal 
d^olopoents at the United Nations* on the one 
hand, and the ailitary accomplished fact io 
Palestine* on the other, that expiaiia the 
strategy of the Zionist cooRminity in Palestine 
daring the period which interven«i betwem 
the adoption of the Partition Resolution oa 
29 November 1947 and the withdrawl of British 
forces OB 15 Hay 1948« 
Writes Sir John Blnbb : 
*In December, 1947, a senior British 
Officer in the Arab Legion was one day visiting 
a British eoDBtissioner in Palestine. A Jewish 
district offieer employed under the coamissioner 
was also present The 0. Ff. Partition 
Plan had recently been pablished. the British 
officer asked the Jewish Official vdiether the 
new Jewish State wonld not have naiqr internal 
troublest in view of the fact that the Arab 
inhabitants of the Jewish state wonld be equal in 
naaber to the Jews. 
no*, replied the Jewish officer, 'that 
will be fixed. A few calculated aassacres will soon 
get rid of thea.* The speaker was not a terrorist. Be 
was a respectable, aoderate Jewish Official, 
employed in the mandatory government.** (44) 
A Soldier with the Arabs. 
(J O " 
Israeli forees over^ -stepped Into the 
territory res«rw(d for tke Arab State and the 
International Zone of Jenisalem as »11 as the 
area assigned for the Jewish State, oreating paoie 
among the Arab inhabitants, to pnt then into 
flight or to forcibly drive thera out. Their 
aim i«as to liqsidate the Arab popolation of 
Palestine. They eeisBitted the most ontrageoat 
and barbaric eriaesin Oeir Yasin on 9 April 
1948. They aassaered 250 oea« woaen and 
children. This incident shocked the world 
81^  accelerated the panic flight of the 
Palestinian Arabs. Author J<An Kloehe described 
the attack as *the darki^t stain on the Jewish 
record.* (45) 
The foraer Israeli Minister of Justice, 
Dor Joseph said it was a 'deliberate and anprovoked 
attach'*. (46) 
Frof, Arnold Toynbee has held it to be 
*coaparable to crimes cossiitted against the Jews 
by the Razls.*(47) 
But llenachen Beigin, the leader of the attack, 
stated : '*The massacre was not only Jastified, bat 
there would not have been a state of Israel without 
the 'Victory* at Deir Yasin.* (48) 
46. Dor, Joseph, The Faithful City t The Seige of of Jerusalem V m ^ » 
47. Arnold, Toynbee, A Study of History. (Ui^ont 
Oxford University Press, 1953-1954), Vol, VIII p-290. 
48. VMiachem Bsigln, The Revolt r Storv of the Iroan. 
(New York : Henry Schuaan, 1951). (Quoted froa the 
Jewish Newsletter, 3 October i960. 
Tbe same method of Oeir Tasin was followM 
ia maey villages : Bawasseli, Nasiniddin, Sttkreir, 
EyloQt aad otliers. 
Aa toeriean Zionist crriter, Bal Leiirmaa, 
makes maiiy revealing admissions in an article 
pablished in comraentari' (Ameriean Jewish Cownittte*, 
New YorHk), Vol VIII, !9o. 6, December 1949, 
*The Arate of Israel*, pp 529-530« 
The late count Folka Bemadotte, Qnited 
Nations Mediator for Palestine, referred to the 
role plajred by Zionist terrorisation of Arab 
towns and villages in the expulsion of the Arab 
inhabitants and Israeli atraeities. 
exodus of the Palestinian Arabs 
resulted from panic created t^ fighting in their 
coemmnities, bj mmoars, concerning real or 
alleged acts of terrorism, or expnlsion. 
There have been nomerons r^orts from reliable 
sources of large-scale looting, pillaging aad 
plundering, and of instances of destruction of 
villages without apparent military necessity." (49) 
The British forces were still in Palestine 
aad under took to maintain *law and order* in the 
area to the last day of the British HanJate and 
opposed the coming of the armies of the neighboaring 
Arab States to aid and/or protect the Palestinians 
against the Zionists who had planned to occupy the 
48»§«« largest part of Palestine - if not all 
Palestine • before the withdrawl of Britain on 
15 May 1948. 
49. Onited Nations Docnnent A/648, GencralH Asssrably, 
Supplement No. II p-14 paragraphs b&i. 
The follocring is a psrtis! list 
(based on dispatelies pablished in the Nev ¥oit 
Tines) of tbe Arab localities attaelfed and/or 
occupied l)^  Zionist forces • before tlie temiaation 
of Mandate and before tbe iietr; of the armies of 
neigliboaring Arab Stat^ : 
ARAB LOCALITY N.Y.TIKES ARAB LXALin N.Y.TIMES 
Qazaza 21 Dec. 1947 Saris 17 April 1948 
Sa*Sa 16 Feb. 1948 Tiverias 20 April 1948 
Haifa 21 Feb. 1948 Haifa 22 April 1948 
Salaneh 1 March 1948 Jerusalem 25 April 1948 
Bir Adas 6 Barch 1948 Jaffa 26 April 1948 
Kanna 13 March 1948 Acre 27 April 1948 
Kastal 4 April 1948 Jerosalai 1 Hay 1948 
Oeir Yasin 10 April 1948 Safad 7 Hay 1948 
Ujjun IS April 1948 BeisanS^  9 Hay 1948 
v^ s 
It will be noticed that the attachas upon 
Arab localities were intensified and became more 
frequent between mid-April and Mid-Hay 1948. 
This change in pace and direction of 
Zionist attacks unmistakably reflected an 
intensification of tbe Zionist campaign to control 
an^ occupy as large an area of Palestine as 
possible before the withdratfal of the British 
forces - the date set by the ^ itish Goveriraeat, 
in Oecenber 1947, for the withdrawal. 
VJ-
Israel did this violeae« and bloodshed to 
faee the iforld 8ith *the aecomplished fact*. 
The folloHiag is a snamary, ia the words of 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations, of the 
derelopaents t^ ieh toolc place in the Secority 
CmiBcii and the General Assosbly in the spring of 
1940. 
**0n 19 ^ areh 1948, at the 27lst meeting of 
the coaneil, the United States delegation stated 
that, sinee it had beeone clear that the Assenbly 
resolation could not be iaplenented by peaceful 
•eans and that the Seearity Counoit wonId not be 
pri^ ared to iopleeeat it, the Coancil should recaraaeiMl 
a temporary trasteeship for Palestine ttnder titt 
Trasteeship Coancil; farther, the Coaneil shrald 
reqaest the eonvocation of a special aession of the 
General Assembly and pendit^ the meeting of the 
special s^sion should instmct the Palestine 
Coonission to suspend its efforts to iapleaent 
the Partition Plan. 
"At its meeting on 24 Barch 1946, the 
representative of the Jeifish Agency for Palestine 
infonaed the Council of a stateaent, adopted 23 
fiaroh t^ the Jewish.Agency for Palestine and the 
National Council of Jews (Vaad Leoai). This 
declaration stated, among other things, that 
the Jewish people would oppose any proposal 
designed to prevent or postopne the establishaent 
of the Jewish State; that they rejected a 
trasteesllip regime f«r Palestine; that the 
Provisional Couaell of Goyerment of the Jewish 
State should be recognised bf the Palestine Comnissiion 
withiMit delay; ami that apon the termination of the 
Mandatory /Uhsinistration, and not later than 
16 May 1948« a Provisional Jewish Government 
would eonmence to fnnetion in co-operation with 
the repr«ientatives of the United Nations then In 
Palestine, 
'*0a I April 1948, the Onlted States 
delegation introdnced two resolotions. The first 
calling for a tMce in Palestine, was adopted 
nnanimmisly hy the Conneil. The second ...... 
requested the Secretary-General to convoke a 
special Session of the General Assembly to consider 
farther the question of the future Government of 
Palestine ....... 
**Ia accordance with the decision of the 
Security Council at its meeting on 1 April 1948, 
the Secretary«General acting unier the provisions 
of rules 7 and 9 of the rules of procedure of the 
General Assembly, convoked the second special 
session of the General Assembly to i^et ra 16 April 
1946 to consider further the question of the future 
Govemaent of Palestine* ............ 
"On 14 Hay 1948, tlie General Assoubly 
wioptedt by thlrty^one votes in favour, to s e w 
against with sixteen abstentions, the folKmiag 
resolations i 
"fhe General Assembly. 
**Taking account of the present situation in 
regard to Palestine 
&9po(»»rs a Onited ffetions Mediator 
in Palestine to eitereUe the foXloving 
fttnetioss ; * 
proDOte a peaeefal adjustaieat of the 
ftttnre situation of Palestine: -
Directs the Onited Nations Kediator to 
conforo in his activities with the provisions of 
this resolQtion, a»I with snch instructions as 
the General Assetsbly or the Secnrity Conncil oay 
issne ....... 
"Relieves the Palestine Conssission frora the 
forther exercise of responsibilities nader resolatioa 
181 (It) of 29 November I94r (50) 
This shows us obviously the susp^sion of the 
United Nations froia its efforts to ioplenent the 
Partition desolation and the delegation of authority 
to the Elediator to re-exaaine the situation is its 
entirely and to reco^ rsaend such measures as he deemed 
50. C. !toeument A/S66 pp 8-9. 
appropriate for the eonsideratloa of t}i9 
Geaeral Assmbly. 
Hiis prospted the Zionists ia PalMtioe to 
accelerate a»i iateasify their cmpaiga ia order to 
oeenpy as large a ehui^ of territory as they eoald« 
aad reader fatile the developmeats at the Oaited 
Natiooa by adoptiag aay ne» resolatioa. 
MHO mHT£D IBE »AR ? 
Israel acenses the Arate that they started 
the »ar aad describes her attacks agaiast Arabs as 
*retaUatioa*. 
The eveats of the period from 29 Novraber 
1947 to iS Bay 1948 the day of the British withdrawal 
aad the entry of the armies of aeighbouriag Arab 
States establish the fact that the Zioaists started 
as lag force to occupy aajor cltlM aad tot^ ia 
Palestiae. aad proclained the establishneat of 
Israel two moaths earlier thaa it was laid 
dowa ia the Partitioa Resolatioa. Paragraph 3 of 
Sectioa A provided that *Iadi^ eadeat Arab aad 
Jewish States aad the special lateraatioaal Reglae 
for the City of Jerosalaa* setforth ia Part III of 
the plast shall Cfloe iato existence ia Pal^tiae twe 
months after the evacuation of the araed forces of the 
Mandatory Po»er has been completed.* (Israel aow 
holds T7 per ceat of the territory of Palestiae 
lastead of 56 per ceat as was allotted to her by the 
Oaited Natioas.). 
To prove that Israel's aggressive b^ atiioitr 
is li^ ereat ia its existence, evideoee nay be obtaiaed 
« 
froo the words of David BeiHGarien, ebo urged the 
Zionists to launch serious military attacks 
against Arala, On 12 Oeceaber 1948, Ben-^rion 
spoke to his fellow-Zionists and to the world 
at large. Be said t (Si) 
"As April began, our i^ ar of Independence 
smag decisively from defence to attadc. (^ration 
. Wai . 
-Heh-shon .....was launched with the capture of Arab 
Hulda near where we stand today and of Deir Muheisin 
and culoinated in the storrali^  of Qastel, the 
great hill-fortress near Jerusalen.^ Again in aa address deliverol to the 
Aoeriean Zionists in Jerasalm on 3 September 1950 
Ben-^rioo said s 
"Until the British left, no Jewish settlenent, 
however raoiote, was entered or seized by the Arabs, 
while the Haganah captured aany Arab positions 
and liberoted Tiberias and Haifa, Jaffa aad 
SafsMi ..... So, on the day of d^tiny, that 
paft of Palestine vdiere the Haganah could operate 
was almost clear of Arabs".(52) 
In an introductira to Yosef Clitzkl*s 
Froa Riots to Har, r^ublished i» Ben-Gurimi's 
Rebirth and Destiny of Israel under the heading 
*Xn lieu of a sanoiary*, Bep-Gurion wrote : (53) 
51. Ean-Gttrion, Rebirth and Destiny of Israel, p 296 
52. Ibid., pp 530-531 
53. Ibid., pp 291-292 
**The priasry task of the Hagtiiah, as 
I say, was to safeguard our settlements aod lises of 
eoaattaieations, tmt here the best defeaee is attack. 
Field Troops and Palmacli in partiealar were thas 
deployed, and qaiekly sh<»red the nettle that 
was soon to aninate oar Aray and bring it 
victory, la operation •Nach-shon* the roai to 
Jerasalea was cleared at the beginning of April, 
alnost all of Ne» Jernsaleai ocenpied and the 
gaerillas isere expelled itm Haifa, Jaffa, Tiberias 
and Safad i^ iile still the llaodatory nas present. 
It needed sagacity and self-control not to fall 
faul of the British Amy. 
The Hsganah did its Job ; nntil a day or two 
before the Arab invasion not a settl^tent was lost, 
not road cat, although moveraait was seriotsly 
dislocated, despite express assarances of the 
British to keep the roads safe so long as they 
reaained. Arabs started fleeing from the cities 
aloost as soon as distsrlMinces began in the early 
days of Decenber. As fighting soread the exodas was 
Joined by bedaln and fellahin, bat not the remotest 
Jewish heciestead was al^ ndoned and nothing a 
tottering Adainistrstion eonId unkindly do stopped ns 
from reaching oar goal on Bay 14, 1948, in a State 
made larger and J^ish by the Saganah*. 
As tba years roll Igr, more ami sore of 
Israelis aetloos wilt toae to UgU. On 9 nateli 
1964, tlie .(jfen lf<ir¥. fifffif. reported that a pablic 
srgomeiit took place betKeen David Ben Gariea and 
two Uraell generals. The latt« are reported 
to feare said the "Israeli territory night have 
beea greater if Qen, Boshe Dayan had bcea Chief 
of Staff doriag the «ar of l948agalB8t the Araha 
in Palestiae.* 
It Is elear that the «ar was waged agaiast 
the Palestine Arabs by Zfoaists and before the 4rab 
Amies erne to thier reseae. 
The British GoveroBeat eoafcsscd that by 
aa aahtoritative doemeat. Its fiadiegs vtere 
samarised ia the followiag words t (54) 
''Tfee iafoniatioa which was in the possessioo 
of &ic Bajesty's Goveriwieat Khea they aadertodc 
their receot aetioa ia Pal«itioe led tbea to draw 
the followiag eoaelasiaas : 
**(1} That the Eagana aad its associated 
force the Palaath (workiag aader the political 
coatrol of prcola^t aembers of the Jewish Ageaey) 
have been ia carefully plaaaed aoveaeats of 
sabotage aad vialeace aader the guise of *the Jewish 
Resisteac<! ioveaeat*; 
"(2) That the l£9«a^2vaij^i aad the Stera 
Groap have worked siace last >^ utaaa ia eo^ operatioa 
with the Bagaaa High Cooaaad oa certaia of these 
operatioas; awli 
fo-
"(3) That tlie broadcasting Station *Kol 
Israel* whieli claims to be *tlie Voice of the fiesistenee 
Hovetaeat* and which Has working nnder the general 
direction of the Jewish Agency has been snpportinf 
these organisations. 
"The evidence on which these conclnsion are 
based is derived in the faain from three soerces : 
(i) Inforaation which has been obtained 
showii^ that between the 23rd September 1945, and 
the Nov^ ober 194S, seven telegrasn passed 
between London and Jerasalai» and a fbrther 
telegraet on 12th Hay 1946. Copies of these have b;>en 
intercepted and are here set dot ; 
(ii) various broadcasts *Kol Israel* 
between 21st Octobert 1945, awl the 23rd Jane, 1946, 
referring to specific acts of violem:e 
sabotage; and 
"(Itt) information on varioos dates derive 
froB the pamphlet Hamaas (the publication of the 
Stern Group), from Herut <the publication of the 
Irgun Zvai Leomi) and fr<^ Eshnav (the publication of 
*the Jewish Resistence ^ coaber*). Examples froa these 
pamphlets are set out in this paper. 
*Tliis evidence relates to the three 
widespread sabotage operations of the 31st October/ 
1st November, 1945; 20th-25th February, 1946, and 
16th*l8tb Jane, 1946. All three paramilitary 
organiiations participated in these actions which 
not only caused very serious d^ itruction but also 
loss of IIfe.^ ^ 
s 
Tha# dne to terror and mm aassaeret, 
and before the Brtisb left on 14 Bay 1948, over 
300,(XH) Arate (Muslias and Cbristians) had 
fled or had been expelled tqr the adyaneing 
Zionists forees. The nuaber of the refagees 
increased more and more and theeoNl of 
1948 rose to aboat 900,000. 
The Zionist forees nndertotdc more and 
oMaJfjd 
mere a^ t^elis of bmtal violence against the Arab 
inhabitants with the sole purpose of reviling 
them and driving them mtt of their homes. 
The Palestine Arabs appealed to the 
neighbotiring Arab States for protection agaiMt 
Zionist atrocities* and on Hay IS, 1948, the 
Arab Leagae cabled the Secretary General of the 
Onited l^ ations and infomed him that the Arab 
States **'vere compelled to intervene in Palestine 
becanse the disturbances there coastitnted t 
serious and direct threat to peace and Secnrity 
in their territories and in order to restore 
peace and establish law in Palestine," (56) 
The amies of the neighboaring Arab States 
entered Palestine, after the withdraital of the 
British forces. Before the withdrawal, the 
Goverment of the Arab States were relying upon 
the instmctions of the Onited Nations holding 
the British Government responsible for peace and 
order, 
56. Onited Nations Document A/ 565, p 9. 
file €k>veraieBts of the neigfabonriiig Arab 
States sent their acmies to protect Palestlataa 
Arabs and not to destroy Israel or to ellninate 
Jem; 
The strength of the eoibiMd forees of 
the five Arab States sorrom^ing Israel, Sir Ji^ a 
Glabb has gives as follom : > 
Egypt 10,000 
Jordan 4,500 
Syria 3, 000 
Lebaaoa 1,000 
Iraq 3,000 
Total 21,500 
Cta the Israeli side, the exact figures are 
not fenomt. Bot oa Hay 15, 1948, 61sbb Pasha pots 
the amber at ^ ,000 aned oea. Of eoone aot all 
of then were professional soldiers. Be estimated 
that at least 20,000 h ^ been ia service with the 
British, teerieaa or Fr«ach forces dariag the war. (57). 
Another reason for the entry of the Arab 
araies was the praaatare proelaDatioa of the establish-
•eats of the State of Israel. It was an illegal 
and of emirse nailateral proclnatioa becaase 
accordii^ to the Partition Resolntion it m s to 
57. A Soldier with the Arabs. 
take effect two nontlis after tiie withdranal 
of Britisi) forces i.e.« not before IS July* 
1948. And Nfaen the Mandate for Palestine was 
to be temiaated on Bay 15, the status of Palestine 
was to be the sabjeet of detetmination by the 
najorlty of its population, and not tbe ainority. 
On 32 Say, 1946, the Seenrity Coaneil 
adopted a resohition calling upon **all goveranents 
and autborities, without prejudice to the rights, 
claieis or position of the parties concerned to 
abstain from ai^ hostile nilitary action in Palestine 
and to that end to issne a cease-fire order to their 
nilitazy and paramilitary forces'*. 
But this appeal for cease-fire went 
unheeded. Again the Security Council issned a 
new call for a four-week trace on 29 Hay. It ran as 
follows i 
"The Security Council, 
Desiring to bring about a cessation of 
hostilities in Palestine without prejudice to the 
rights, elaias and position of either Arabs or Jews, 
"Calls upon all goternaents and authorities 
concerned to order a cessation of all acts of anted 
force for a period of four wedts." 
The Security Council on 29 May, eabedied four 
fandaoental provisions of the t;^ce: (58) 
1. The cessation of hostilities to be 'without 
prejudice to the rights, claims and position* of either 
party. 
58. Resolution and 
(Official Record 3rd Tr.) 49 (1948J S/rra 
-fy-
2. Call apoii all parties 'to undertake tbat 
thej will aot iatrodnee fighting personnel* Into tbe area 
*darittg the cease-fire*. 
3. Call upon all parties *shoald men of military 
age be iatrodaeedi into coaatries or territories aader 
their eoatrol, to undertake not to aobilize or 
snhoit ttiesi to isilitai^ training daring tbe 
SS^fire*. 
4. Call apon all parties *to refrain frosi 
inporting and exporting arar aaterial, into the 
CJLaJ^ 
area daring the eas«»fire*. 
These foar fmriaaental provisions were 
re>affiraed in the sabseqnrat eease-fire resolatioas 
W^a&beA tbe Coaneil on 7 Jaly, 15 July, 19 
Angust, 19 October, 16 November, 20 Deceab» 
1948 and Af August 1949. 
Did Israel observe and inpleoent these 
provisions and r^pect the Security Council 
resolutions ? or Israel violated these provisions 
and launched tme attai^  after another against the 
Arabs to prov<dce tension and troables ? 
Israel defied every provision of the 
cea^ c. 
«a*e-fire. HritM the well-infomed Zionist 
Journalist, John Kinche : (59) 
59. John Kische, The Seven Fallen Pillars, Undon, 
Seeker and Warburg, 1950, pp 249.250. 
'*Israeli eoissaries teoored the abole of 
^rope aiad America for possible supplies of dollars 
aod ttae azns-iaereliaiits mre prq)sred to deal 
for dollars, the Cseobs were most helpful. A 
regular airlift began to c^erate froa Prague to 
Aqir in Southern Palestine. Bifles* aosKmition 
and guns nere now arriving. So sere the first 
boBbert « Flying Fortresses sranggled from the 
Dnited States* and the Beaufort fighter-boobers 
tricked out of Eaglaad ^en the truce ended, 
a ecdierent Jewish array with a tiny but effective 
airforce and a siaail and daring navy was ready 
to give teittle. 
**iniis change was still hidden froo the 
^es of the Arabs and the Onited Nations Assembly. 
Bat the British Goverment knew. Hie Foreign Office 
was receiving reports from Czechoslovakia, and 
froQ the B.A.F. reconnaissance Bosquitoes which 
still rocaed over the battle areas* taking photographs 
of the arrival of supplies in Israel* ** 
Ben-Gurion wrote in the Intrwluction to the 
GovernacQt Tear Bo(dc of thpt he considers the 
Qilitsry aid received froa Czechoslovakia during this 
period (cease-fire of <1948-1949} to have been 
e(iQal in value to the diploaatic aid received froa 
the Soviet Onion and the United States during the 
debate on Partition. 
''Israel does not fonget the stai^ takes 
by the Soviet Union in the Asseobly of the United 
Nations on the historic 29tb day of Rovenber, 1947, 
nor does it forget the like stand of the United 
States of i^eriea. tt remeabers as vividly the 
aid received froo Czechoslovakia daring the Var 
of Ind^endenee ..... which without dmibt bespoke 
sincere sj^ spathy with Israel's enterprise**. (60) 
i^CA. 
Did Israel accept the tsioe prompted by a 
sincere desire to iaplement the foor foadaaental 
provisions of the cease-fire ? Ben-Garion hlaself 
in bis annoonceoent, on 10 Jane 1948, shows 
insincerity of his Geverasent's Mceptance of the 
cease->fire j 
** Oitr bounds are set wider, oar forces 
moltiply, we are administering public services, and 
daily the new tonltltodes arrive All that we 
have taken we shall hoU. Daring the cease-fire, we 
shall organise administration with fierce energy, 
strengthen oar footing in town and coantry, speed ap 
colonisation and Aliyah (I.e. iamigration) and look 
to the Army**. <61 > 
60. State of Israel Government Year-book 
5713 (1952) 'Israel among the Nations', by 
David Ben-Gurion, pp 22-23. 
61. Ben-Garion, Rebirth and Destiny of Israel. 
p 247. 
A new resolution was adopted on 19 Aagast* 
and new provisions »ere added to the fesolutloa of 
29 May. Aaong these new provisions was the proclsaatioa 
that '*each party Is responsible for the actions of both 
regular and Irregular forces operating under Its 
authority or In territory under Its eotttrol**t and has 
the obligation to use all means at Its disposal to 
prevent action violating the truce by individuals 
or gsonps who are subject to its authority or 
who are in territory under its control", and 
^to bring to speedy trial and in case of conviction 
to punishaent. any all persons within their 
Jarisdlctlmi tdio are involved la a breach of the 
truca**. Furthermore the resoletim laid dowa two 
very inportant priaciplesj 
**(a) No party Is penaltted to violate the 
truce on the grraad that it Is uadertakiag reprisals 
or retslisatIons against the other party} 
'*(b> No party Is entitled to gain military 
or political advantage through violation of the 
truce**. 
The lest*qaoted principle became a standing 
provision in suteequeat cease-^ flre resolatioa. It 
was reiterated in the resolutions of 19 October, 4 
ftovenber, 16 ftovmber am! 29 November 1948. 
62. Resolutions awl Decisions of the Security Council 
1948. (Official Record 3rd Year) SO (1948) 
Resolution of 20 Hay 1948. 
jp-.SS-
Bat Israel by the suprenacy of her 
araameats, tmnd good opportunity to violate the 
traeet sad to laaneh serious military sttaeks, M 
perpetrate a serial of heim»s crimes and 
atroeities ageiast the Arattf. Witheirery brea^ 
of the trueet Israeli forces were steadily gaining 
military advantage and ann^ing further territory. 
And they stnbbornly refused to withdraw to the 
positions they had held prior to any new attack. 
Thus Israel, which on 14 l^ ay 1948, in the 
words of Ben-Gurion, had been made * larger and 
iJlMce. 
Jewish by the Raganah (when the first ta««e was 
violated) proclaioed that *all we have t^en we 
shall hold*. (63) 
Also in the words of Ben-G^rion, Israel 
proceeded in suceessive breaches of the second truce, 
to widen its territories even further. (64) 
The General Asseably had appointed Count 
Folke Benitdotte, a Hediator for Palestine on 14 lay 
1948, and entrusted him, aaong other things with the 
task of prosoting *a peaceful adjasteent of the 
further situfitioa of Palestine*. 
The Mediator, Count, F. Bernadotte, subaitted 
his report on 16 September, referring to the role 
played by Zionist terrorization of Arab towns and 
iC> 
villages and advocated the surrender of the extra 
territory occupied by the Israelis in excess of the 
territory alloted to the Jewish State under the 
Partition ftesolution and^Vhe return of the refugees te 
63. Ben'^ Gurion, Sebirth and Destiny of Ibrael, 
pp 247 & 292. 
64. Ibid^  p 292. 
(fk) 
tkeir homes and tlie iaterBatioaalization of 
Jerttsal«a« as provided ia the partition Resolatioa. 
And for this the D.N. Bediator Mas assassinated 
by the Israelis the very next day, on 17 Septeaber I 
The First Coonittee of the General Assembly 
<^Bed its eonsideration of the Bediator*8 Report 
on 15 Ctetober. But, one day before, on 14 October, 
Israeli forecm attask^ Sonthera Palestine, whieh 
led to the oecnpation of the Negeb. 
Why did this attack take place ? 
Hie significant point is that the slain 
Bediator, Bemadotte, had reeoiaMnded in his report 
certain revlsioi^  in the Partitira Plan, according to 
which the Negeb woo Id beeone part of the Arab State ia 
exchange for Galilee. (65) The attack on Negeb was 
another race against tine, designed to face the 
Onited Nations with another accooplished fact, which 
wonld render its decisions fatile. 
Again this aggr^sion and occnpation was 
contrary to tenas of the trace, and a direct violation 
of O.N.Resolntions. The Israeli forces refused to 
withdraw b^ind the lines previewsly held by them. 
Israel does not pay any heed to the appals and 
warnit^s of the United Nations, 
The truce proved to be ineffective as 
it was not respected by Israel. The United Nations 
itself realised that, and stmght to eni the fighting • 
and to restore tranipiillity and peace to the Holy-Ind 
by aore effective measures. 
65. United Nations Docmeat A/646, General Assembly, 
Snppieraent No. II, page 14, paragraphs 6 and 7. 
Security Council ami the General 
Asmbljrt adopted a resolation calling for soae neM 
liae of action falling wittiin its ioaiediate 
sphere of eoopetence; the first calling for the 
establishment of an axmistrice, in its resolation 
of 16 November 1948; and the second setting ap, 
in its resolution of ll December 1948, a Conciliation 
Coomission to perform the fanctiomt of the Mediator, 
and calling for negotiation (direct or with 
the CoBuission) for the final settleamt of all 
entstaadiag questions. 
ffmffnmf 
nnm 
C H A P T E R («) 
THE ASHISflCE AGSEEHCNTS. 
Ms toentioaed above* tbe Seearity Ceaoell, 
on 16 Novenber 1948, adopted a resolatlon, ealliag 
for tbe ^ tsblistoent of an armistice. It read in 
part t 
"The Seearity Coaael1« ....*. 
'"faking note that the General Assembly If 
eontinuing its consideration of tbe future goverment 
of Palestine in response to tbe request of the 
Security Council of 1 April 1946 (S/714> ....... 
"Itecides that, in order to elitainate the threat to the 
peace in Palestine and to facilitate the 
transition frt» the present trace to peznaneat 
peace is Palestine, an aralstlce shall be 
established in all sectors of Palestine; 
**Calls upon the parties directly involved in the 
conflict In Palestine, as a further provisional aeasnr* 
under Article 40 of the Charter, to seek agreeaeat 
forthwith, by negotiations conducted either directly 
or through the Actiag Mediator on Palestiae, with 
a vieN to the iooedlate e8tablisl»ent of the 
aralstlce, including : 
"<a} The delineation of perraaneat arnlstlce 
deaarcatlon lines beyond «Aiich the armed forces of tbe 
respective partivs shall not moves 
"(b) Such witlMtrawal and i-edoetloii of their 
amed forees as will ensitre tlie laaiiiteBaiiee of tke 
araistiee daring the transition to permanent peace'*. 
Aeeortfingly* bilateral negotiations betmen 
Israel and eaeh of its neighbonring Arab States were 
held at Rhodoi, under the auspiees of the AetiiHf 
Mediator, and four Amistiee Agreements trere sign^ 
in 1949. Between Egypt and Israel on 24 Febmaryt 
between Lebanon and Israel on 23 March; between 
Jordon and Israel on 3 April, and between Syria and 
Israel on 20 July. 
Article II, paragraiA 2, of each of the Atmistiee 
Agreements with Lebanon, Jordon and Syria on one hand 
a ^ Israel on the other. 
Egyptian - Israeli Araistiee Agreemoat in 
Article IV, paragraph 3. 
Article XI stated : 
*'No provision of this Agreement shall in any 
way prejudice the rights, clains and position of either 
party hereto in the gltimate peacefal settlen^ of 
the Palestine qnestion : 
The Agreements provide : 
1. "The ansed forees of both parties shall be 
totally exelnded (from the deniUtarised zone), in 
which no activities by military or para-military 
forces shall be permitted*'. Bot what the Israelis 
did ? They have occupied and incorporated into the 
Jewish State all demilitarised Zones, fortified then and 
stationed military forces therein. 
2. "The Chairman of the Mixed Anaistice Commission. 
and United Nations Observers attaelied to the 
Cflimisslon shall be responsible for ensitriag the 
iinplemeatatioQ of this artiele**. 
Does Israel permit personnel to enter 
demilitraised Zones ? No, Israel refased to do so; 
evm on the Egyptian and Syrian borders* Israel 
refused to attend any meeting ealled by the Chairaan 
of the Mixed Araistice Conaissions. 
3. **the Chaixaan of the Mixed Anistiee 
Cogmission shall be empowered to authorise tite retam 
of civilians to (Arab) villages and (Jewish) settleaents 
in the demilitarised Zone**. 
The Israelis not only prevented the iapleaentation 
of these provisions as far as the Arabs were concerned; 
they also expelled neross the boarder or banished into 
the interior those who remained in their village, 
confiscated their lands, and established new Jewish 
settlements thereon. 
4. ^ "Hie inhabitants of (holder) villages shall 
be entitl«l to maintain, aiKi shall be protected in, 
their full rights of r^idence« property and freedom**. 
The Israelis have so far confiscated over 15,000 
acra of the Arab villagers* best land, and are in 
the process of confiscating still more, offering 
nominal or no compensation for the seizure, 
5. "The employment of limited mnbers of 
locally recruited civilian police for internal 
security pruposes**. 
"Rie Israelis failed to employ saeh pollee 
at any tioe in the Arab villages. Instead, tiiey 
stationed tbeir own Jewish police foree. 
6* '*It sliall be problbitted for Isfaeli forces 
to enter or to be stationed in (hoarder) ttillages**. 
The Israelis did station their forces in 
such vills^es, idiieh in 1%6 resalted in the aassaere 
of Si men* Mooen and ehildren and the tfoondiag of 
13 others in the 'boarder* village of Kafr Qasee. 
The Armistice was a pnrely military arrangeaent 
made with a view to extending the eease>fire and 
establishing deaareation liaast separating the fighting 
forces of the parties until a final political 
settleaent of the Palestine qaestion conld be attained, 
mie Aniistice systaa was transitional, provisional. 
tentative and trithoat prejadice to the claim rights 
\ 
of either Party in the final settlement. 
Article 11, paragraph 2, of each of 
Armistice Agreoamts with Lebanon, Jordan and Syrif 
atated t 
**It is also recognised that no provision of 
this Agreeaent shall in any way prejadice the\|rigl^ ts, 
V \ 
claios and positions of either Party hereto in ^ e ^ 
ttltiaate peaceful settleaent of the Palestine (|nesti()^ , 
the provisions of this Agreedent being dictatM 
exclusively by military, and not by political 
considerations." Similarly, the Egyptian - Tsmeit \ 
Armistice Agreement asserted in Article If, paragraph 3• 
. /f-
** The provisions of this Agreement are 
dletated exelusiveiy by military considerations and are 
<7alid oaly for the period of tUe Amistice**, 
Israel aec<^ ted all th^e Armistice Agreements 
and their obligations volttnterily. It was «cpected that 
Israelis would hoaoar their ondertafcings in the saae 
way they demanded of the Arab states to honour theirs. 
The Israeli au^orities have stubbornly refused and 
resisted * the return of the civilian Arab inhabitants 
to their hones**! opposed the reconstruction of Arab 
4«h«hi%ant§<>«e-«ho^ -h«ii«s villages within the Zone 
wantonly demolished \sf than; forcibly removed those 
Arabs who remained in their villages; refused to pemit 
*the effiployaeBt of iimited nmbers of locally recruited 
civilian police in the zone for internal security 
purpose* ; and appointed Jewish police to protect 
Jewish settlers within the 'demilitarised sone* and 
refused to return then to thsir settlements* 
NEGOTATIOfiS F(« TIIE FINAL SBTTlJEaENr 
Hitt General Assembly, in the light of the 
Mediator's neport« est&blished a Conciliation Commission 
to assume khe functions e&ich were given to the Mediator, 
Count F. Bemadotte, for a final settloient. The 
Coaciliation Ct^ salsslon exchanged views with the 
governt3*;nts concerned, in 1949. It gave Its 
Rirst Report (O.N. Documents A/819 of 15 Harch)e#. 
Again gave its Second Beport (0. N. Documents A/83B of 
19 April, In both these progress Reports, the Commisssion 
proc«^ed to initiate more earnest efforts to discharge its 
primary task. 
It gave its 11»lrd Progress Report A/927 of 
21 auae 1949 as follosn : -
'*Tlie exchange of Tie»s held in Unsanne, 
unlike those held in &iirut, mist be considered not only 
as bearing upon one of the specific tasks entrosted to 
the CffiaQlssion by the General Assembly resolation of 
11 December 1948, sach as the refugee question or the 
status of Jerusalem, Iwt also as bearing upon its 
general task of conciliation of the points of view of 
the parties nith a viex to nchieving a final settlement 
of nil questions outstanding between theo". 
Paragraph 4 of the Report : 
The Cotamission submitted to the two parties a 
Protocal **t9hich would constitute the basis of woric** and 
asked theia to sign it (paragraph 10). The Arab States 
(concerned), Isi-ael and the Palestine Concili;-tion 
Comtaission signed the Protocol on 12 May 1949. "To this 
doctment was annexed a aap on which was indicated the 
boundaries defined la the General Asseably resolution of 
29 November 1947, idiich as thus been tsgken as the basis 
of discussion with the Comaission* (Paragraph 10). The 
text of the Protocol is as follows i 
t 
**Tbe United Nations Conciliation CoRsaissios 
for Palestine* anxious to achieve as quickly as possible 
the objectives of the General Assenbly resolntion of 
11 Oeceaber 1948« regardii^ refugees, the resect for 
tfaeir rights* and the preservation of their property, as 
well as territorial and other questions, has proposed to 
the delegatiras of the Arab States and to the delegation 
of Israel that tfae mrklt^ doeoaeBt attaehed hereto 
be taken as a basis for diseassios uith the CoKilssion. 
'*l%e Interested delegations have accepted this 
pr<^osal »ltb the anderstanding that the ecehange of 
vlevs Mhleh tsill be carried OB by the CkMonission with 
the two parties will bear upon the territorial 
acijBstaeRts necessary to the above indicated objectives'*. 
(Annex A to the Report). 
Did Israel aUde by its undertaking ? Israel 
repadiated its undertaking after she had signed the 
agreenest. Also cmcemii^ the question of the 
refagera and Jernsalea* the Delegation of Israel 
adopted Inflittible attitudes incorapatible with the 
provisions of the General Asseobly resolutions of 
29 November 1947 and 11 Decraber 1948, its acc^tance 
of which Israel had Indicated by signing the Lausanne 
Protocal of 12 Hay 1949. 
Israel Is an agronlmi which was proved several 
tiaes« to which Zionism contrlbnted against the Interests 
of the Arab peoples and their rights as well as against 
peace and world security. 
On 11 Deceober 1948, the General Assembly, 
Inter alia, resovled abmit the repatriation and 
compensation of Sefugc^s, 
"The refugees wishing to return to their homes 
and live at peace with their nelghbonrs should be 
permitted to do so at the earliest practicable 
date, and that compensation should be paid for the 
property of those choosing not to return and for loss 
of or damage to pr<^rty. nhleli, under principles 
of international lafSf or i:«equity,8ti«ild be aade good by 
tbe Governments or autborities retpoiBible'*. (66) 
Despite tbe United Nations having affirmed and 
reaffirmed several times this resoltttion« Israel 
has been ignoring tbesi, as if tbey were of no eoieern 
to ber of no importaM. 
In addition to Israel's definaee of world 
opinion, according to tbe United Nations Partition 
Hesolntion of 29 November 1947, Ho. 181 (ID, and 
tbe resolntion of tbe Bepatriation and eonpensation 
of Hefugees No» 194 (HI) of 11 December 1948 irtiieb 
was reaffirmed several times by tbe mttld 
organization* Israel bas also defied tbe Onited 
Nations Besolation concemii^ tbe City of Jerasalem. 
tile General Assembly reaffirmed its 1947 Resolntion 
tbnt city of Jerasalem shall be established as a 
corpus s^aratitn under a special internation regime 
aw! shall be administered by the Dnited Nations'* and 
designated the Trusteeship Council** to discbarge the 
responsibilities of the j4inlstering Anthority**. (67). 
But what the Israelis did ? 
66. (No. 194 (III) of 11 December)1948) 
67. (No. 303 (IV) of 9, December 1949). 
On 17 Deeember 1^9 they oo?ed their 
Parlisaent to JerusaleBi and deelared the City 
their CopU Capital. 
On 20 Deeeober 1949, the ?rasteeship Ctraaell 
called upon the Israelis to revdce their action 
and resolved : 
"The Conaeilt 
"Concerned at the reooval to Jemsalea of 
certain ministries and central departments of the 
Covernaent of Israel; 
"Considering that snch action ignores 
and is Inremi^ atible ifith the previsions of 
paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolation 
303 (W) of 9 Deceiaber 1949j 
Is of the opinion that the action of 
the Govenaent of Israel is likely to render more 
difficult the implementation of the Statnte of 
Jemsalem aith nhich the Council is entrusted by 
the Genral Assembly resolation of 9 December 1949". 
Bat in response to this request by the 
Tmsteeship Council* David Ben Gnrion declared with 
all arrogance: 
*The OnitAt Nations ....... sa» fit 
this year to decide that our eternal capital should 
become a corpus s^aratum under international 
control. Our rebuttal of this nicked counsel 
was unequivocal and resolute: the Goverment and 
Knesseth at once moved their meat to Jerusalem, 
and made Israel **Cro«n and Capital, irrevocably 
and f«r all sea to see**. (68) 
the Onlted Natloas Besolotloa sboat the 
Proteetlon of Bighti, Property and Interests of 
Befage^ (No. 394 (7) offWeeaber is which 
it **Dlreets the United Nations Coaeiliation 
Coonission for Palestine to eontinae 
eonsaltations with the parties eoneerned regardliHf 
aeasares for the protection of the rights* pri^rty 
and interests of the refagees". 
All approaches SBhseqaently made the 
Commission to the Israeli aathorities with a riew 
4. 
to safeq[(iaxdii^  Arab * rights» prqterty and interests* 
were rejected as one law after another was enacted 
authorizing and legalising the confiscation and 
disposal of Arab property and using the proceeds 
free the transactions for the settlement of new 
Jewish inaigrasts. 
Attempts were made by the Arab States fron 
year to year to move the Dnited Nations to -appppint 
a trustee for looking after Arab property in Israel 
pending a solntion of the Palestine problem* bat 
United States* opposition preheated the resolntions 
from obtaining the two-thirds majority needed in 
the General Assembly! although they did receive a 
majority vote in both the Special Political Coaaittee 
and in tte General Assembly. 
68. Ben Gnrioo* Rebirth ai^ Destiny of Israel, p 
^tttr - 7 f ^ 
Israel insists that Sa«B Caaal laist be 
opeaed for tbe Israeli ships. And on 1 Septeaber 
the Security Coaaeil adopted a resolatlon 
calling upon Egypt to eease "its belligerent 
oeasttres *and* to tezBiieate the reftrietioM on 
the passage of international eommerelMl 
shipping**, (69) 
President of Egypt, in an interview tith 
two U.S. eorrespondmts on 8 Oetobor 1959, oat lined 
his Government's Pdliey in these woi^s : 
**1lie rMoltttioM eoneerning Palestine are 
an indivisible entity - the right of the refngees 
to retnro to their hoaelantf* their right to their 
propertiest or eonpensation for their properties, 
and tfieir right to Palestine territory cannot be 
divided ..... mie only starting point wonld be to 
iapleoent all United Nations resolutions. United 
Nations resolutions eannot bo iapwied on us alone while 
Israel Ss 8ll<^ ed to ignore th«a. All oar probli 
with Israel 4»>al4ewed-%e-4 stensaed froa the fact 
that we agreed to comply with the United lotions 
resolutions and she did not**. 
the Arabs* attitude tward their obligations 
as neuibers of the United Nations has not wavered 
since 1948; it was reiterated by thai that they are 
ready to accept the United Nations board or coniBission 
69. lU.N. Doe S/2298) 
to put all tlie resolntloas to effect for both 
Israel and us« l^t it would be unfair if only we 
are asked to itspleoeat and brael to be alraays 
deffer to the Oaited Nations resolutions. 
The Israelis* attitude, in eraiparlsea 
to the Arabs* toward their obligations as a aenber 
of the World Body was reflected in the following 
statements by David Ben Gurion t 
''Force of ams not fora'al resolutions will 
decide the issue**. <70) 
*^ese (O.N.) Besolutions no longer live, 
nor will they rise again" <71) 
'*A11 that we have taken we shall hold". <72) 
Thus the architect of the Jewish State gave 
strong evidence that the Zi<mist leaders never intend 
to> respect the Onited Nations resolution on the 
Palrtitloa of Palestine, ^ey are detemined to have 
eiore, and they ne^ sooe fora of world support to 
Justify their seizure of Arab lands. 
It can never be clain^ that the State of 
is 
Israel as it exists today,/the product or creation 
of the will of the tsajority of the United liitions 
aenbereStates necting at the time <1947) as it 
has neither confined itself to the brandaries 
71. As quoted in the Jewish Observer & Widdle East 
Review, Vol, HT, No. 18, 6 Bay p 3. 
72. Ben Gurion, Sebirth and Destiny of Israel, p 247 
mi. 
reeoEssended nor abided by the guarantees givea to 
the Arab Inhabltattts. It wrald bp nore appropriate 
to cberaeterise it as a ehild of *violei»e and 
bloodsited* (73) as the U.N. Mediator Coant 
Beraadotte Said. 
AfmiSSXON OF ISRAEL TO fHE UNXTEO I3AXIOR5, 
It oust be observed, botfever, that* in 
adsitting Israel to neabership in the United 
Nations« the General ^ sseably did not neglect the 
special relntiottship i^ ich existed between Israel's 
very existence and previous resolations of tiiat 
body, nor the special obligation of Israel to 
implenent those resolations. Thns ugilike ai^ 
other State acc^ted for meabership of the United 
Nations, Israel's adaission was approved under certain 
specific c(Hiditioi» which were clearly embodied in 
the preanble to the O.N. resolution (No. 273) of 
Hay 11, M9. It read inter alia x 
"Notfing furtheraore the declaration by the 
State of Israel that it unreservedly accepts the 
obligntimis of the O.N. (barter and undeitak^ to 
honrar thea from the day when it becnsM a aenber of 
the United Nations; 
Recalling its resolutions of 29 Noveaber 
1947 (onbmtndries) and 11 December 1948 (on 
repatriation and conpensation of refugees) and 
taking note of the declarations and explanatiou aade 
73.0.N.0oeuBent A/648, p.5 
by the r^resratative of the Goverasent of Israel 
before the Ad Boc Political Cooimittee in respect of 
the lapleowtatioR of the said resolatloos; 
''The G^eral Assembly ...... Decides to 
admit Israel to s^bership in the United Nations'* (74). 
It will be noted in this context that« in its 
ProclaaatioB of Independence of 14 Say 1948, Israel 
had anao'ioced thati it **vlll be ready to cooperate 
with the organs and r^resentatives of the [Mited 
Nations la the inq^ learatation of the ItesoUttion of the 
Asseobly of Noveaber 29, 194T- (75). 
But as soon as Israel gained adaissiM into 
the Onited Nations, declared that the country was 
a sovereign State, and that the United Rations had 
no Jarisdietion to interfere in the Jewish State 
territory, despite the fact that its sovereignty was 
conditional on its fulfilling certain requirements. 
Thus Israel ics&ediately repsdioted its agreasent to 
accept the resolutions of 29 Noveiber 1947 and 11 
December 1948 as a basis for discussion aiming at 
final settlement of the outstandiog probleea. 
Israel not only arrogantly defies or violates 
these two O.N. resolutions: she refosei to ewaply 
even nominally with the ainimoa of demands of peacefnl 
international b^aviour as eabodietl in the several 
74. No. 273 (III) of 11 May 1949 
75. Text of Proclamation in State of Israel Goveriweat 
Yearbook 5711 (1950> p.p. 43-45. 
resolutions of the Onited Nations. 
The Arab Stat^« on the other hand, have 
abided the terns of their agroaoettts. They have 
reiterated their willingn^s to do so on many 
oeeasioas, at the Onited Nations and in their other 
official pronouncements. It is significant that 
in all instances and allegations of *violations of 
truce* in ^ e area, the United Nations * Hixed Aniistiee 
Cooralssion and the Security Council have on no occasion 
coiKleBQed or censured the aimed forces of the Arab 
States* as they have done in the ease of Israel. It 
is the attitude of Israel *Alch produces the 
stalemate in the Palestine question since the 
signing of the Anaistice Agreements. And it is her 
obstinate refusal to accept any basis for settlement 
other than the accoo'ilished fact» nhich prevents the 
progress towards final settlement. 
At the Ideological Confennce held in 1957 
the President of the World Zionist Organization* 
Nahun Goldman said : backed by the Jevish 
people of the world, Israel will no longer be merely 
a tiny part of the Bi^ 'dle East, bat will represent 
forces and influences spread all over the world which 
will make it, as was once said, a small great country ... 
Zionism has never wanted Just a state which would be 
of a few million Jews oa the Bcditorranean. It wanted 
a state n&ich would be cocBaensarate with the uniqueness 
aiKl greatness of Jewish history. '*Fortaafi>r the Problems 
of Zionism. Jewry and the State of Israel s Proceedings 
of the Jemssleo Ideological Conference (Jerusalem, 
1959), pp 126.27. 
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The eKpansioslst designs and the agresfive 
"tCrfU. 
potential of Israel have foBBd rent, fron ttn to 
tine, ia sporadic araed attacks on the territories not 
of Palestine only, bat of the neighbouring Arab 
States as happened in the balatant aggression on 
5 Jnae l%7. 
C H A P T E R 
THE iaPANS4.0NIST POLICIES OF 
ISRAEL. 
teetz Israel as defined by the Zionist 
Qovemeet, coineidcs nfitb tbe ancient biblical and 
historical boundaries of the 'Prooised Land** nmely* 
from *the Wile in Egypt to the fiiver aerates in 
I i j * ^ inclttde the Sinai^  Peniasoiaj^^dan« 
Lebanon Syria and parts_gf Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 
~ — " 
It »ill be interesting if we quote Theodore 
Herzl's stateciCTt, the first president of the Zionist 
Congress at the 10th Congress held in Basle in Aagnst, 
1911 lAen he stated : 
"Only those suffering from gross ignorance or 
actuated by malice could accuse us of the desire of 
estnblishing an independent Jevish bingdoB** (76A} 
ThttS the Zionist daaand for * ahoee for 
persecuted J«JS* was a deceit for such tioe as they 
could get safficieift aanpower and land in Palestine 
tshereifith to plot awl strive for a full-fledged 
political state. Even an ii^ qpendent Political State 
is not sufficient for the Zionists. Bany of then opposed 
the D.N. Partion Resolution of 29 November 1947, and 
76.A. Preparatory Notes For the Palestine Problea, 
A White Paper Binistry of Culture and Guidance, 
Jordan* p-8. 
Or. tfeizoans said to his foll<mefS s *lDoii*t worry^ 
the rest of Palestine Kill not go away*** (7^). 
The Israeli intentions of esqiansion are not 
denied or even eoneeaied by the Israeli leaders. Ben 
Garion worte tThe State "has beea resurrected in the 
tSestem Part of the land **of Israel* and that 
independence has been reached ** in a part of our saali 
eoantry". CT7) 
mie Israeli lUnister of Defence, Hjjshe tteyant 
said s it lies wpor. the Israeli ara? to carry out the 
fig^with tiifLJiltiisate obfect of erecting the 
Israeli feplre**. (T8) 
On 3 Hay Geyral P8tri£k-J^_Bnrely. 
President Hoosevelt^s personal r^rescntative in the 
Middle East* r<^ort^ t 
''I'be 74onist Organisation in Palestine has 
indicated its C(mnitnent to an enlarged prograa for : 
1. a sovereign Jsivish state which would eabraee Palestine 
and probably Transjordjan; X 
2. an eventnal transfer of the Arab populatio^froa 
Palestine to Iraq: and X —' ' 
3. Jewish leadership^or the whole Middle East in the 
f^lds of econooic deyelopment and control**. 79, 
A spokesraan of the Henit party, the second 
largest party in the Israeli Parliament, decbred in 
New York l%6j "Peace with the Arab coantries is 
Preparatory Notes for the Palestine rroblen, A 
l^ hite paper Ministry of Culture and Guidance, Jordan, p»9. 
77. Israeli Government Yearbook 1951-S2, p and 1982 
pp-63 and 65. 
I 
78. Fc'om a stateaent braod cast on the Arabic prograname, 
Israel Radio, 12 February, 1952. 
79. ^ ited States, Fyye^ qi^  Rdatj^p pf f^e 0,S. i Near Eaaj 
and Africa^ (Hashington DC, 1964), Col. IV, pp 776-777. 
' 79-
impossible with the present Mosdaries of Israel which 
leave Israel open to dttaeic«" He advised that "Israel 
shottld take the offensive imoediately and capture 
strategic points along its border, inelnding the 
Gaza Strip, and then should take over the British* 
— ^ 
badted Kiagdom of JordaB**» (80) 
Henaehen Beigin, leader of Herat Party 
and a Cabiaet Sinister said s 
I deeply believe in launching a preventive mir 
against the Arab Ststes withwit further hesitation, 
doing so, lee will achieve tno targets : firstly* the 
annihilation of the Arab Poror; and secondly, the 
expansion of oar territory". (81) 
Hajor George Fielding Eliot* as a correspondent 
for the fim York Post, had an Interview in a arch 
Kith a Hagssah General, identified to him then as 
General t^ ho explained to Eliot, the territorial 
designs of Zionism and the ailitary reasons for then 
in the foll<mleg words i 
"Here aain strength lies in this coastal 
strip, hersmed In between the hills of Jndea and the sea. 
The Arabs hold the high groand to the east and can 
swoop down on us at times ami places of their own 
selection if we stand on the defensive. Thesis an 
impossible^Huation. 
**To the north of us we hold eastern Gdlilee, 
Cttt off froa the sea by the Arab lands of western 
Galilee, and connected with our coastal area only by 
a narrow corridor through the Vale of Esdraelon. Ke 
SI)* Hew York Times. 25 January 1956 
6i. Froma statement made in the Israeli Parliament on 
12 October, |955. 
- 80" 
eaanot bold 6alilee ualess we take the offensive to 
widen this corridor and establish wr eoosntaicatioitt 
finnly*."ffi)• 
Hie Israelis parsue a policy of unlimited 
iimaigration withovt regain to the absorptive capacity 
of the emintry or the danger^  rather dangers irtiich It 
poses to the neighboaring coantreis. The alas and 
objects of the policy are : 
( dj To coafroat the Ucited Nations »ith a fait 
8cc<»9pli in the matter of Jewish itamigrants; Israel 
hopes to kee^ the t&rritory she holds in excess of that 
given to her by the Partitioa Resolntioa; and to avoid 
repatrintiag the Arab Palestinian refugees. 
jCi Dvavid fen 6arion Declared in 1%9 : " The right 
to exist, the poster to ^ ist» ai^  the taotive for existence 
of the State of Israel lie in mass itiraigratioo; ** (83) 
Israel is asing the newly arrived imraigraats 
as the Bodas operandi, and for nea attecqits to 
^pand its territory by occupying nm areas from the 
neighbouring Arab States. 
^ I The aggression of iThich led to the 
occupation of Gaza Strip aod Sinai Peninsula is a 
clear eifidence of the expansionist policy of Israel. 
In announcing the attacic, Ben Gurion decbred in the 
Parliament that "the amy did not aake an effort to 
oceupys eaeisy territory in Egypt proper and limited its 
operations to fr^ the area frco northern Sinai to 
the tip of the Bed Sea^y Beferring to the occupation 
of the l^lagd^f ^ ran» South of the Gulf of Aqaba. he 
82« Eliot, G.F.Hate, Rope and High Explosives*New Toxk: 
Bobs Herri1, 1948« pp21-22. 
83. Afflericaa Council for Jadaisa, Issures magazine, 
Spriiig 1959. 
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doserlbed it as the '^ Island of Yotvat, South of 
the 6ulf of Eilot whieh was liberated by the Israeli 
amy**. (84) 
That such a policy and /at situatioa nas bound 
to eonstitttte z threat to the Arab States and their 
inherent rights, and world peace* the late Count 
Berna^te* had warned the Security Council as early 
as 1948 ; 
"It could not be i^ored that unristricted 
insftigration to the Jetfish area of Palestine 
might, over a period of years, give rise to 
population pressure and to econtraic and 
political disturbances t^ ich would justify 
present Arab fears of ultimate Jewish expansion 
in the Hear East ..... ft can searcelyTnet-oitly 
frHj^ the Jewish people and territory but also the 
neis^ bouri!^  Arab itorld**.(^ ) 
It is not only tahat the Israelis have done since 
1948 that has been a source of worry for the Arabs; 
also they plan to doin^ thfi-fiitore. 
•c ' 
In the Qost authoritative official 
state docmnent 
that Israel puts out, the Governaent Year i3ook. (for 1955)» 
the statment is made on bi^ alf of the State itself, 
that "the creaUon_c£^the new state by nojaeans 
d^ogotes from the scope of historic Eretz Israel". (86). 
84. New Yorle Tiaes, 8 Plovaraber 1956 
85. O.D.Docuiaent S/888 
86. Ibid. 5716, (1955), p 230. 
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Tlte decision to expand, thereforet bss been 
msde by Israel; its impteaentation is only a matter 
of tiaet and tbe bigh tiiae for Israel to accuse the 
Arab States from ^ lem to tloe of aggression and describe 
her attacks against thea as 'retaliation*, Tt will be 
clear 'j«!ien we see that the 19S6 tripartite aqqresglon 
was proceeded by charges of 
corssandn raids into Israel. 
Bat the philosophy of so-called "retaliation" has been 
exmaiaed by the Security Coancil fdtb grent thoronghnesst 
and has been condenned in the ststersents made by the 
atajority of the Council laemberc daring the debates on 
Israel's invations^ * Thos in its resolution of 
19 January 19&&^heCouncil proclained that the alleged 
'provocation' which Israel claimed had prompted its 
iavasioQ "in no way Jastifies tbe Israeli action'*, and 
proceeded to 'reBind* Israel that it (the Conncil) had 
'already condeoined ailitary action in breach of the 
General Armistice Agreements« Aether or not taken by 
way of retaliation" condca^ aad** that attack as a three ^  
-fedl **flagrattt violation** - "of the cease-fire provisions 
oi its resolntion of 15 July 1948^  of tbe terais of tbe 
General Armistice Agreement ....« and of Israel's 
obligations under the Charter ^iogiapliK 
Mr. G. S. Bhargava, Says t 
"ftnthony Nutting's forthcoming book, / No l^ d of a L^son. tbroas authoritative ligbt on two 
aspects of the 19S6 aggression, namely that there were 
/ - , -
really no organised comnaads raids on Israel aad that 
it was ^ mosy excuse to launch an attack on Egypt, 
and tb^t, secondly» there was preplanned collnsioa mi9a9.Israel, 
fteitajii and FyaeeeJa the sordid affair* The faet of 
eollasiOB eras also adoitted by Sotlie Oajraa, the 
Israeli Defence Biaister and arehiteet of the 1956 
aggressiooi ia his diary pablished last year*** 87. 
Israel is a state whose very enlsteace Is 
predicated on the assuaptioa that all persons of the 
Jewish faith belong to oae people and are potentially 
• 
citizens of jsrael^that Jews» whereever they may be 
• ^ ^ 
are and remain in a state of unhappy exile nntil they 
migrate to Israel; and that, while ^ ey reraa^ In 
their present_exile^_theohfflld^^ect all their 
to^t^jJ^Le-Jii^grt and re»enforcenent of 
Israel. 
In its proclamation of Indepe»iei»e, the 
following words are inscribed t 
"The State of Israel will be open to the . . 
iBBaigratlon of Jew froci a 1 Icou ntri esjgX, their 
dispersion". <88) 
— ^ 
In the law of the Setora, it Proclaims s 
"Every Jew has the right to come to this 
country as an oleh" - i.e. "for settloaent". (89) 
In a speech before the Knesset, Ben Gorion 
said : 
It was for this that the State was established, 
and it is by rlrtne of this alooe that it will stand". (90) 
87. Ifldli^  ftwl A^ q^ p.25 
88. State of Israel, GoTenment Yearbook, S711 (1950), pp 44 
89. Ibid, p-298 (Article I and Pootaote 2) 
90. State of Israel, Facts and Ficmres. 19S5. p-10. 
Speaking before tlie Israeli Parliaieat, 
Ben Gorion said : 
"Being an American and being a Jew are two 
different things. I know of only one Zionist in 
^riea whoei I would eall a Zionist and X will not 
give bis ntnae. He does not think of hiaself as an 
Aneriean. Be thiidcs of binself only as a Jew**. (91) 
Nahna Goldaan, President of the World 
Zionist Organisation, described the Zionist relationship 
to Israel as follom : -
"Diaspora 3ewrj mast have the eovrage to 
proclaia and defend its relationship of partnership 
and responsibility vis-avis-> Israel. It has to 
overcome the eonseions or subconscious fear of 
so called dcmble loyality. It has to be convinced that 
it is fnlly justified in tying up its destiny with 
Israel**. It has to have the courage to reject the 
idea that Jewish caaaaiaities we li^ alty only to the 
states triiere they live**. (92) 
It is clear that expansionism and aggrMSiwi 
are the primary motto of Israel's policy which are 
contrary to basic humanitarian principles and defy 
United Nations. 
Conraander Elmo B. Bntchison, the Americta 
ailitary Observer with the Dnited Nations Tmee 
Supervision Organisation Said s • 
"Israel's profile as a peace-loving, 
tolerant, deaocratic little nation is fading rapidly 
now as facts concerning the maltreatment of the Arabs 
91. New York Times, Hay 18, 1961. 
92. American Council for Judaism, Issues, Spring 1962 p-7 
LIVID6 in Israel, religious iiitolereaee« poli^ 
state tactics la applying doaestlc controls, 
aggressive military action aloi^ tbe borders, and 
defiance of O.N. authority are conpiled for revleiv. 
ir, Ben Gurloa " often repeated demand for the 
al^gian^, to_Israel^f^all Jew in the_TOrld, their 
fiaancijl^obligatioaT to Israel, and their efgntqal 
coBiag to Israel is aore_aB!Laore creating anger 
inj^ tead of postering coapllaace, A sane appraisal of 
these demands ancoters the aggressitre heart of 
Israel and reveals that t^e Zlontst^ dreaa of expansion 
in the Kiddie East is still very lauch alive. The 
Onited Nations* ooantlng record of Israeli ailitary 
action against the bordering Arab conntries nakes 
ridlcaloas and meaningless the "call for peace" so 
often expressed by Golda Belr, Ben Gurion, and other 
Israeli leaders." 
Conoander Elao H. Hutchison then gave 
«camples of Israel's defiance to the Onited Nations. 
Some of these exaaples are x 
"Israeli forces moved Into and tock over the 
Nc^ev after the cease fire and against direct O.N. 
orders. 
"Israel refuses O.N. military oi»ervers 
freedom of movement along the boarders, a right 
guaranteed by the General Armistice Agreement, 
"Israel refuses to allow the B.N. to place 
patrol boats on Lake Tiberias and yet the O.N. has, 
according to the 6.A.A, Jurisdiction over the 
demilitarized Zone ...... 
"Israel preseatly refuses to recognise tbe 
O.N. Hlxed Arratstiee Coiaaissions with Syria and with 
Egypt. t» the past the Jordan H.A.C. has also bees 
boyeotted by Israel. 
•On Mount Sctqpas, the highest point on the 
Jordan side of Jemsal^a is an area of Jewish (wned 
property. This is not shown as Israeli occupied 
territory on the Armistice maps* but according to a 
special agreenent signed July ?• 1948. 
Since 1949 Israel has clairaed 
sovereignty over the area and refused to allow the 
O.N. Coamender to carry out an inspection 
The Chainaaa of the Jordan-Israeli Mixed 
Araistice Cooadssion Coonander Hutchison gave ntoierotts 
other exawples of Israel's defiance of the Onited 
Nations which aggravate the situation. Be said : 
*0o sot forget that Israel's record of military 
aggression is staggering and should be listed is 
detail and widely exposed. 
""Be assured that the vast aajority of these 
observers from seven different countries feel as I do 
and openly condemn Israel as an unco^rative, 
military, aggressive ecnntry still working towards 
expassion." (93) 
An Indian Professor, Dr. S. A. H. Haqqi 
is qually forthright in his assesnest of the Vest 
Asian situation ai^ feels that the Arab fears and 
suspicions are not groundless. Commestisg upon the 
1966 agression, he said i 
93. %>en Letter, by t Commander Elmo Hutchison, 
f\ibli6h<!d by WORLO-THOTH, Box 44, Jerusalem, 
Jordan, pp 2-3-4-5 and 6. 
" That the Arab fears and sttspielons 
are net groandless has been onee again sabstaatiated tqr 
the attltade of the British and O.S. Govermeats 
towards the latest Xsraeli aggr^slos against her 
aeighboors and the aoral and aaterial support extended 
to Israel by the Aaglo-Aaerlean Jewry and elite in 
Western eoaatries**. (94) 
Israel as already isdieated* has a close 
eooneetion with ioperialiSRt to show the eonenrrenee 
of interests and the close affiasty between Zionisn 
and ioperialisffl, Qiaim i^imann in a letter seat to 
Mr. Seott« editor of the Qanehester Gnardian, aade 
it very elear that Israel when Mtablished woold serve 
the interests of iraperial powers in the area. 
**Don*t yoo think that the chance for the Jewish 
people is now within the liaits of discussion at 
least ? I realise of course, that we cannot *elaio*« 
anythiiQ, we are ranch too atomized for it, but we can 
reasonably say that should Palestine fall within the 
British sphere of influenee, and should Britain 
encourage a Jewish settleaent there, as a British 
dependency, we could have in twenty to thirty 
years a aillion Jens out there, perhaps oore, they 
would ^ elop the country, bring back citilization 
to it and foro a very effective guard for the Suez 
Canal". (%). 
94, Mainstream. July 29, 1967 
95. Chaim tfeisiaann. Trial and Error (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1949) p 149. 
'BS' 
Israel cannot survive nitboat eonstant foreign 
snpport and aid« Heitem powers offer Israel enough 
aid to mske it possible for Israel to develop its own 
aid progrananes to Afro^ Asian eouatries. In 19S9 tlie 
Histadrut established the **Afro-AsiaR Institute" 
a college designed to train men and nonen froo 
Africa and Asia in fields pertaining to labours, 
thus* the Histadrut, by setting up the Institute 
**has moved into an exciting nent kind of semi-
diplomatic activity**. (%> 
**It is thus not only Israel*s connection with 
the ffestern powers and its ability to call on the 
support of Jewish communities all over the world that 
frighten the Arabst** ^  pointed out by another 
Aoerican otserver« Charl^ D. Creneans^ '^^ lut also 
the prospect of waves of immigration fdiich could 
not be contiimed within the boundaries of Israel .... 
Israel's image in Arab minds to-day combines ruthless 
aggression with great skill and cleverness, backed by 
the resources of the Western powers and of world 
Jewry. Then to complete the picture, there is the 
evidence of the expansicwist drive and potential of the 
state of Israel.** (97). 
96. ^ mard Seich« Israel's Policy in Africa* 
Wl^d^^ Eqsf Iffqrff^ A m i l Ifo. 1 Minter 1964) 
p.16. 
^ r^^su^ , tJe^YcAJc , 
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Tbe Israeli aggression oo S Jeae 196f, 
Khieh led to the oceapation of the West Bank of Jordaiii 
the Gaza Strip, the Sinai Peaiasala and the heights of 
Golan in Syria* is a sharp ehallenge to the eoascienee 
of aankind. It is proved to be a liidc in the «cteasive 
Zionist design of eoispiring against the Arahs and the 
att^pt to destroy their independ«iee and freedw. 
The recMt Israeli perfidions attack on the 
neighbouring Arab States was allegedly the closore of the 
Strait of firaa to Israeli shipping. Hhile this m y have 
been the iao»liat« fxeuse, to understand the implications 
involved* it is important to seareh for the underlying 
eauses. It is misleading to assume that the controversy is 
one over the 'innocent passage* of Israeli shipping thrtHigh 
the Gulf of Aqaba, or over the question as to whether or 
not the Strait of Tiran is an international waterway. Bad 
the problem been so simple a solution could easily have been 
fount by referring the case to the International Court of 
Justice. 
The causes of the Arab-Israeli conflict of 
which the Gulf of Aqaba controversy is but a side issue - are 
far deeper than that. Aad, it would not be out of place to 
say here a few words as to how the problem arose, the forces 
responsible for the conflict, and iHiat ought to be done to 
bring *peaee with Justice* to the troubled Holy Land and the 
region. A proper understanding of the problem is not <mly 
-essential bat obligatory npoo those in etiarge of 
iafotBatioB laedia la order to bring the truth to the 
pnblie and on those Powers on iifaose shralders the 
r^poasihility for mrld peace rests. To eontlsne to 
folliHO a sweep - It-noder-'the-rag poliey, or to treat 
it as a ehronic ease with fdiich the world nnst learn to live, 
or to eoiifine treatnent nerely to the ionediate eanses 
withrat teaching the disease itselfi is to eonrt 
disaster. 
For it is true that the Israeli araia, 
anaed with the niostHipto<-d8t« weapons of destmction, 
have in less than four days scattered the araies of D.A.R., 
Borden and to s<»» extent Syria. 
Q^e to this aggression, the extent of htnan 
safforii^ } the losses of tiiottsands of lives; the extensive 
daoage done« particnlarly to the Holy City of Jemsalea; 
and the nnsber of persons who fled ^ eir hones or are being 
driven oat by the Israeli forces, mdce the tragedy far 
worse than that of 1948. 
It is difficttlt to understand bc^ the world 
conscience wonId show concern over material things, snch as 
passage of shipping tianigb waterways, ai^ ignore the 
sufferings am tragedies of hman beings, slaply becanse the \ V 
aggressor in this case happens to be brael.X 
Professor S. A. R. Haqql pointed o^t that 
"The Israelis have again daring the last foar to\six 
weeks oanaged to posh more or less a lakh of Aral» ^ nt fro« 
the rich territory they have occupied In Jo^an 4ast\ias 
they did in 1948, and which has be«i coni<emn«l and coapared 
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in BO tuteertaia tenas Professor Arnold Toynbeo 
to What the 3eas suffered at the hands of Neboehadneisar and 
Titus and Hadrian, the Spanish and the Portugnete 
IiRluisitlon and fiazi8**« (98). 
To suggest that the Arabs were about to ettaek 
Israel is ludlerous. 11>ere is mple evidence to sbo» 
that the Israelis had been preparing for an attack on 
Syria long before the U.A.I, had asked the Dnited Nations 
Gsergeney Foree to leave the Gaza Strip and Shan 
£sh-Sheikh. 
The fflovemmt of O.A.B. tropi» into the 
non-aiUtarized Sinai Prainsula was a defeuive neasnre to 
eounter*balanee the Israeli Iraild-np on the Syrian boarders -
and in order to deter aggression. 
Mr. Chagla* the Sinister of External Affairs 
of India» said in the Uk Ssbha on May 2S, 1%7 : •> 
" I am very glad indeed that Nath Pal has referred 
to the Soviet eotBiHni(yie. I have got It here. I will read 
only one Paragraph t 
**OuriBg the etmrse of the last few weeks a 
sltnation Is developing in the Kiddie East i^ leh is causing 
anxiety fr«a the point of view of peace and InteBnatlonal 
security. After the aimed attack of Israeli forces on the 
territory of the Syrian Arab Bepublic on April 7, this 
year« the ruling circles of Israel are contlnuijig to inerease 
the atmosphere of military psychosis in the country. 
Leading statesmen* among them the Sinister of Foreign Affairs 
Ebattt have openly called for the conduction of beoad ^ puntlve* 
operiatlon of Israel against -ifyria and inflicting on th4 \ 
latter a *deeisive blow*. The Defence and Foreign Afl^ ai^  
Coisaissioo of Knesset (Parliaaent) by its deeisioo of Bay 9« 
b8S eoqpo««red the GoverBvent to eonduet laiiitary 
operatioas against Syria. The Israeli forees Hhieh 
are hroaght near the Iwanlers of Syria have been kept 
in a state of military pri^ aredness. Military 
mobilisation has been ordered in the eoustry. 
" It is absolutely clear that Israel oould 
not have acted in this manner if there had not been 
a practical and indirect encoaragement of its stand 
on the part of certain imperialist circles Mho are 
trying to re-impose colonial tyranny on the Arab Land.** 
The President of the U.A.R. made it clear not 
only in his official statements hut also in answer to 
messages he received froia President Jtdiason that 
the pact signed nith Jordan a few days before 
the Israeli attaclc began was - like those with Syria 
and Iraq - to provide collective secnrity against 
Israeli aggression. {Whether President J<Anson had made 
similar approaches ami received similar assurances frwa the 
Israeli leaders is not knom. If he did, then it is 
not clear how he could have failed to condemn the 
Israeli action i^en it came. 
Br. G. S. Shargava says about the recent 
aggression s **Tbe para lied bettveen the present situation 
and nhat bad happoied in 1956-57 will be clear tdien we 
see that the 1956 tripattite aggression was preceded by 
of Cfnaoando raids into Isreel and was followed by a hi0i 
pressure campaign in favour of the so-called freedom of 
navigation through the Suez Canal. Sinilarly now the 
tension in ii4st Asia ms built upon a charge of Syrian-
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inspired sabotage activities in Israel and the elimax 
ms bsilt ap aroai»! the deaaact for free passage for 
all ships thrwigh the Galf of Aqaba. 
fihargava then remarked **Before going into the 
origin of the present crisis* it will be instraetive to 
recall the facts of the Suez aggression. Anthony 
Nttttiiig*s forthconing bocdc. *No End of a Lesson*, 
throws authoriti&tive light on ttso ^ •^peeots of the 
1956 aogression« natsely, that there were really no 
organised ciMssiando raids on Israel sikI that it was a 
fi-lasy excuse to launch an 8tta<^  on Egypt, and that 
secondly, there was preplanned colinsion mong Israel, 
Britain and France in the sordid affair. 
Re went on to say : "The fact of collusion was 
also admitted by Hoshe Davan, the Israeli Defence 
Sinister and architect of the 1956 aggression in his 
diary published last yew", (99). 
Thus the Israeli invasion of Egypt in 1956 
was launched with two objectives in view : The first, 
was in order to ann«c the Sinai Peninsula in conformity 
with the Israeli Policy of expansion; the second was, 
if for any reason the Israelis failed in gaining 
their first objective, they would at least have opened 
the Strait of Tiran to Israeli shipping. 
During the discussion of the 1956 Israeli 
agtjression in the General Assaably, the stand of the 
United States Governiaent supported by repeated 
pronounceoents of President Eisenhower and bis 
Secretary of State, was to the effect that Israel 
oust withdraw uncowlitionally-ad that she oust not be 
allowed to benefit from her attack against Sgypt. 
99. India And aest Asia , pp 24 and 25 
Every civilised nstion must b« a ^ lais-abiding* 
nation and oust honmir its obligations as a laeiaber of the 
United Nations, and if the State of Israel is so. 
it would brin^  its complaint to the Security Conncil 
rather than take the law into its otm hands. 
The O.&.R. by its asiettxae^  in mimi, and anxions 
to lessen tension in the Middle East, cooperated with the 
Onited Nntions. i^ile the Israelis refused to allow 
the Onited {Rations Emergency Sxxg Force to have 
freed<Hi> of movement on their side of the Ansistiee 
Oeaarcation tine, U.A.S. (Egypt) pemitted them to be 
stationed on the Arab side, on the otKlerstanding that 
they won Id be iramediately withdrawn when required to do 
so. 
The Isreelis not only did not pertait the 
UriEF froo free movement on their side* bat they conraitted 
8 savage act of vindictiveness by killing peace-
keeping troops. India, the non-aligned aad a peace-
loving nation lost its troops in Gaza Strip by the 
Isreelis idio proved on many occasions their aggressive 
character and non-ccoperation with the United rations. 
This act was condemn^ by world opinion and 
world press as well. 
The Hindustan Tira«» of June 8 Joined the chorus 
of Indian condemnation of Israel for its dastardly attack 
on unarmed DNEF personnel. It said : ''Indian opinion is 
at one with the Prime ninister in condemning the Israeli 
attacks on the Indian contingent of OF^ tdtile It was 
awaiting evacuation. After the second attack, Israel cannot 
pretend they were accidental". 
Actually, when the ONEF. stationed at Sham 
Esh'^eikh* the Isrneli shipping and cterehandise began 
to pass freely through the Strait of Tiran. 
To lem! legality and provide a precedent for the 
operation 
an amendnent to the Barititae Law was adopted in 
1958 (by a vote of ^  to 1 with the Arab States atotaining). 
Article 16 (as amended) read : 
'*There shall be no suspensioit of the innoeeat 
passage of foreign ships through straits that are osed for 
International navigation beti^ en one part of the high 
sea and another part of the high seas or the territorial 
sea of a foreign state". 
The Esrseli delegation described the Article at 
the time as a "clear-cut decision preventing suspension 
on any legal gronnd of the free passage of ships of all 
nationalities throigh the Strait of Tiran to and froo 
the ^ If of Aqoba". The Sm4l Arabian Bepresentative declared that bis 
GoveroEsent would not recognise the article which he 
described as ^ specially tailored to fit a special case*. 
It should be noted that the decision was merely 
a recoDffiendation and is binding only on those nations that 
ratify it. Refusal by any nation to recognise the agreeoMt 
can in no tray be construed to be a violation of the 
United flat ions Charter. 
The Onited Arab Rei^ abllc made it clear tK|t so long 
as the UNET remained at Sham Esh-Sheikh, Israeli shipping 
aill be able to pass through the Strait of Tim. Th^s 
does not aeaa. ho«ever« that the U.A.n. ha d 8ccepteie|^  
the changed sltutlon or thnt a precedent had faljben established 
that HOttld alter the stitns quo existing op to' 1957
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The Arab stand is that the Strait of Tiran has 
been Arab territorial waters from time ioiaenioriatj that 
there is so interaational agreenent to «diich Egypt is a 
party declaring it otherwise: that the O.A.R. is technically 
at war with Israel; that the U.A.B. is obligated to take 
all laeasures to defewl its security; and that the U.A.B. 
cannot permit the approach of its eaetay to »ithin SOO 
yards of its shores. 
These principles are not foreign to either Britain 
or the Dnited States. During both Sorld Hars, the Geman 
navy was escluded from the Suez Canal idiich was then under 
British control; ami the United States Govemaent prohibits 
ships belonging to Bed Ghi«a froa passing thrmigh the 
PanoBa Canal thzmigb it is not at war with that country. 
Another illnstrntion is the blockade imposed in 1962 against 
Cuba with trtiosi the United States m s not at war. The 
United Stat^ 6overnaent then did not feel perturbed or 
even concerned over public opinion e^ en it was accused of 
*piracy on the high seas*. All its interest then was • 
and peiAaps quite rightly so - how to remove the alleged 
danger to "the security of the United States" (100>, 
If the United Stat^ can impose a blockade on 
the high seas to defend its security, surely the United 
Arab R<^ ublic is entitled to defend its security from an 
enemy that passes at ^ distance of a stone*s throw froo its 
coastline * 
An argument the Israelis use to support their 
claim of free passage through the Gulf of Aqaba is that 
they are the successors of the Palestine Government and 
that the rights exercised by the Governaent have been 
auttnaaticaily transferred to them. 
100. See Proclamation by President Kennedy daied October 23, 
XD nonaal circarastaoees that may be so; Bat 
Israeli presenee on the waterfront Is illegal and In violati<» 
of international instruments. To ttnderstaod tbe problem, 
it is neeessarjr to revietr the situation since th« Security 
Couneil issned its truce order of15 3Ay 194B. Tbe 
resolution ordered ** tbe Governoents and authorities 
concerned* pursuant to ilrticle 40 of tbe Charter of the 
United Nations, to desist frna farther military and 
para>military action and, to this end, to issue cease-fire 
orders to their military and para-mllltary forces" The 
resolution further declared, "failure by aiqr of the 
Govenmients 
or authorities conceited to c<Baply ifould 
demonstrate tbe existence ofa branch of the peace withia 
the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter**. The Council then 
decided, "tbe truce shall remain in force in accordance with 
the present resolution 50 (1948 of 29 Slay 1948, until a 
peaceful adjustment of the future sitnati<a of Palestine is reached". (101) 
Tbe fact tbat^ a peaceful adjustment^ has not teen 
reached to date, means that tbe ceasefire order is still 
in force, and any military action by either party after 
15 July 1948 to alter the situation Is a violation of the 
truce directive. 
Contd from back page : 
1962 - O.S. Dept. of Stite Bulletin, Vol XUfU, No. 1220 
(November 20, 1962), p 717 (No. 3504? 27, Federal Register, 
10401). 
101. O.N. Oocunent S/902. Ssolutlon No. 54 (1948) of 
15 July, 1948. 
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O^pite tbis explieit Security Council order, 
on 14 October 1948« the Israelis attacttied and occupied the 
tono of Beershebaisd the El-Auja area > botti of i^ ich 
were assigned to the *Arab State* under the Partition 
Besolution of 1947, The Israeli action was obvioosly 
naked aggression On 19 October 1946, the Security Council 
took a decision calling for the 'withdrawal of both 
parties frora eny positions not occupied at the tioe of 
outbreak." {102>; ainl on 4 Novmber 1948« the Council once 
again called npon the parties "to withdraw those of their 
forces «^ ieh have advanc«l beyond the positiMs held on 
14 October " (103) Thus Israel's presence in 
territory not held on 14 October is illegal and a flagrant 
violation of the trace order* 
fhe Israelis ignored the Security Cooncil 
directives, and the United Motions took no action to 
CQopel them to cotaply. 24 February 1949, an araistice 
was eonclnded between Egypt and the Israeli authorities, 
itrfaereby the Israelis were petaitted to hold what they h«i 
acquired in violation of the truce order. Bat in the 
direction of the Gulf of Aqaba, they were liiaited to 
within half the distance between the Gulf shoreline and the-
area they then actually held, fx This is quit^explicit 
froQ the provisions of Annex II (b) to the General ""^ ralstlee 
Agreenent which prescribes that the aroistice d^rcation 
line in the strath shall run "from point 402 down \o the 
southernmost tip of Palestine, hn^  a straight line anricing 
half the dlstwee between Egypt - Palestine and Transjordan -
Palestine frontiers " (104> 
102. O.N. Docunent S/1044: Decision adopted 
at 367tb meeting. " ^ ^ ^ 
103. O.N.Docaoeat S/1070: fies. 61 (1948) of 4 Nov. 1948i 
104. O.N.Docuisent A/l264/Rev. I, p. 11 
The Israelis »ere thereby exeladed fro-n aeeess to 
the Gulf. Bat on 10 March 1949 - thirteen day« after 
they had signed the General Anaistiee Agreement « the 
Israelis laaoched an attack on the soathern Negeb which 
broagfet their forces to the Gulf of Aqaba. 
The United Nations took no steps to dislodge the 
Israelis, ^t this inaction does not give legality to 
the Israeli {^cspation. The Arab village Ihnm Rasheash 
on the Gulf m s occupied, the Arab villagers nere expelled 
and dispossessed, ami Eilat nas established on Arab-onned 
land. 
On the issaes of the Gulf of Aqaba and thenith drawal 
of the 01^ from the U.A.K. territory, Israel has 
therefore, no legal or aoral case or basis to Jostify her 
aggressive actions, tta 
The Arab vienpoint, on the other hand^  is upheld by 
expert opinion as well as the reports of the United I^ ations 
Secret 8ry-(fenera1. 
The Economic Times (Bombay) wrote on June 4, 1967 
that "^ there are enough legal grounds for the recognition 
of the Straits of Tiran as falling within Egyptian 
M Territorial ivters". 
Cwmenting on the U.A.B. rofest for the withdrawal 
of the UNEF from the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza Strip The 
Tines of India (Boabay) said in the coufse of an editorial 
on my 20, l96t ; 
**As a sovereign nation the O.A.C. has been fully within 
its right to have demanded thewithdrawl of the UNEF". 
— I 0-® -
OB Say 25« 1%7, Sr. Cbagla, the tttnister of 
External Affairs at tibat time, made the followisg 
statement in tbe Lok Sabba. 
"On the qaestien of UNIX's reaoval, I woald like to 
refer to the reasons given by H. thant, United Nations 
Seeretsry-General* in his report dated May 18, 1967 
to the Qnited Nations General Assosbly 0* Thent hes 
said : 
The United Nations Emergency Force was 
introduced into the territory of the United Arab B^ublie 
on the basis of an agreenent reached in Cairo betweea 
tbe Secretary-General of the 13,N. and the President of 
Sffyptf it< therefore, has seetaed folly clear to 
me that since Onit^ Arab Hepablic consent was withdrawn, 
it was incufflbent on the Secretary^ Ueaeral to give orders 
for the withdrawal of Force. The consent of the hosti 
country is a basic principle which has applied to all 
» 
Onited Nations peace keering operations." 
Mr, Chagla then added : 'The Gevernaent of India 
ipfr^ i^ VA 
fully encorses tbe opsiiiion taken by the O.N. Secretary-
General. 
The Indian Sinister of &tternal Affairs also 
pointed out the Israeli crime against General Inderjit 
Hikbye, by saying : ** I aay here refer to the incident on 
Hay 16« regarding the plane carrying General 
Inderjit Rikhye Cen^andor of the UNEF. General 
Sikhye was flying inside the Gaza Strip when two 
Israeli aircraft buzzed his plane, fired warning 
shots and tried to force the aircraft to enter Israeli 
territory over the Siediterranean. General Bikbye 
refused to be intimidated and proceeded to his destination. 
1 -
I9e eonsider this incident a highly provocative one". 
The U.A.a. request for the withdrawal of the 
UNEF was explained by several IraJlan publicits and 
writers. Or, S, U Poplai, Secretary-GeaeraI» Indian 
Council of World Affairs, siad in a broadcast over All India 
tonawil wf WfflrW.^ ffiixa^  Badio 
on June 3. 1967 : 
"Even if for the sake of argument it is assuned 
that all gulfs and bays surrounded by territories of 
taore than one State constitute iatemational waters ..... 
there is no 8iit|$oi93tic right of innocent passage in 
favour of Israel which has technically never ended its 
state of war with Egypt 
After tracing the developneots culainating in 
the Israeli threat "to strike a decisive blow" at Syria, 
Dr. Poplai said ; 
•*Tn view of her comitisents under the X966 
tretty with Syria, the U.A.B. Government had to provide some 
pvoteetion to the Syrian Governraent, had to take sooe 
action that might act as a deterrent against a possible 
Israeli attack on Syria, Among the vnrioas alternatives 
open to it« it decided to reaove the buffer of the 
United Nations ^ ergency force ....... This vonld 
enable the U.A.R. nithont cotssnittiag a breach of the 
peace, to iiapress upon thu Israeli Governnent the 
seriousness of its intention to staw) by the side of 
its Syrian ally....,.." 
Or. B.S.N. Murthy, Director of Studies, 
Indian Acadeny of International Lan and Diplcraacy, 
exsmined the question in d^th in the course of a 
broadcast on June 7. Bo said : 
"It is Significant to note that the U.A.n« 
has flot sought to pircSiibit totally the right of passage 
to alt ships but has only prohibited Israeli ships and 
other slips carryiiig strategie ssaterial tn Israel* an 
act perfectly in consonance v^ ith tha principles of 
international law". 
The doyeo of Indian scholars. Professor Moharxaad 
Habib, of the Aligarh Masliia Sniversity, in a talk over 
All India Hadio on June I4« utilised the oeeasion to 
recall the efforts of India and other peace-loving 
countries to avert a sho»do«n in West Asia and observed : 
**Wght ap to June 4, 1967, the efforts of India 
in the Security Coancil as well as outside were directed 
tGi«6rds gaining a breathing spell and finding a modus 
vivendi within the fr^ework of U.A.R. sovereignty over 
its territorial Hater. It laast be noted that on the 
O.A.R.'s stand over the Galf of Aqaba, even the most 
ardent supporters of Israel coald not dais that their 
assertions were sanctioned by international law. Even 
George Broem* ^ itish Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs, «?bo ui^ onbtedly belongs to this category of 
sapporters of Israel, had this to say in the British Honse 
of Ccmaons on June 5, X as bound to say there is a case 
which the Arabs can deploy : It is a ease idiich has not 
only plausibility but legality and force." 
In conclusion Frof. Habib observed : 
"It is hef»rl''Aing to see that during the past 
few weeks, despite pressures to the country, India has stood 
by the Arabs on the question of UNQF's withdrawal, Arab 
rights in the strait of Tiran and the polling back of 
forces to the positions occupied by the ccxnbatants on 
/| O J 
3aae 4, 1967. Indians Poliey was and is based oa the 
recognition of the legitimate rights and justice of the 
issues involved sad the desirability of findiog a 
durable peace io West Asiat an ioportant eleaeat of 
India's national interes'T"* 
Dae to Israeli aggressive character Israel started 
the recent aggression of June S» 1%7 with raany saple 
evidence to prove that : 
The Indian Eitpress {Jane 9) wrote : 
** Israel has offici^ iy admitted that it fired the 
first shot in the Arab«Israeli conflict, now in its fourth 
day. Israel's Ambassador in Loiidon, Ur. /^ aron Renez 
in his talk at a oeeting of British l}.P.*s of all 
political persuations last night made no excuse for the 
Israeli offensive that plunged 8est Asia into a 
calastitious war. He justigied the Israeli offensive on 
the ground that, snrroanded as Israel was then, offensive 
was the only &ay rat for it*" 
Even more revealing was K. S. Shelvankar*s 
despatch frosi London published 'The Hindu* of Jnne 
13, It read. "There is aople confiraatlon ia the 
lengthy and detdled analysis of the Rest Asia tiar 
publish<»l in the national dailies yesterday that Israel 
initiated the hestitlties last Honday. 
** Although politicians continue to be evasive oa 
tliis point, the evidence of the correspondents who have 
reported eoapoign for the British Press Iwres no room 
for doubt. 
**Tbe most cosprelieasive of these aeeosiits appean 
in the SoBday Times »ailelt hss collated the xsps reports of 
its maeroas correspondents on the various fronts, military 
and diplffinatie, to nsake a conneeted narrative of the 
events. 
'The report makes it elear that the too^iate and 
Qost dir^t cause of the Israeli victory »as the surprise 
attadc o» the Arab air Irases early on Monday morning. The 
Egyptians were so anprepared that their planes nere not evi^ i 
dispersed around the fields tmt were lined ap in rai&s «... 
!nie reports i^ ds " Even after the fighting 
had started the Israeli pr^aganda machine eontinaed for 
many h^rs to eanceal the true position for good diploaatie 
reasons * The strike essentially »as a preveoptive one -
and as such Mas.lifcely to pat all the Israel syetpathisen 
at the U.N. in an avdnvard position* or worse still« goad 
the tlnssians into an isvolvaaent in the war.* 
''Running through all the coiataents in the Press 
yesterday there is a note of anxiety abont the effect the 
war »ill have on the future of international relatioie. 
Tlere is also a distinct feeling of satisfaction that the 
e^stv and tiie Kestera State of Israel has c(Mse out so 
indisputably on top. 
"This is expressed with brutal frankness in the 
Sunday Teiegrapii. Its eomaentator hopes that Israel's 
sensational victories will prove to be a ci<»aentOB8 land-
oariE * in the present relationship of the white arid eol<Mired 
nations* because it shows that even a tiny ifestern ctmionity 
can impose its sill over the superior nuabers of under-^  
developed p^ples ^  effortlessly as in the ie^rial heyday" 
The Israelis oay have prowen by their swift 
tiencherons nttaelc their military superiority over the 
Arab armies, but this does aot mean that the Arab spirit 
to regain what they believe is rightfully theirs hes been 
br<dcea. It reaains as indomitable as ever. The Israelis may 
have won a military victory, but they are eertainly far 
frrai Hinning the peace th^ seek. If there has been a 
glem of hope is the past of an Arab-Israeli reapproeheeeat, 
that possibility has vanished, and the gulf between the 
Arabs and the Israelis has become vrider, and the Arab wtniad 
deeper. What I:ind of presence do the Israelis ocpeet in 
Palestine i^ hen they have to rely all the tlae oa raiglit, and 
not on right ? David Ben Gorion is knovn to often quote 
the Bible. Has it ever occnred to him to realnd his 
colleagues of the passage which tfaras : * Be who conquers by 
the sword shall fall by the s»ord* ? 
The British Resolution of 22 Novoaber 1967 
»as adopted naaniiaottsly by the Security Cottacil "calliag 
for the withdrawal of Israeli troops from occupiod Arab 
territory". Ttie resolntlon affixsaed the principles of 
freedom of aavig^ ition in the seaways* of the region* and said 
there would be an equitable settleaeat of the refugees 
problen. (105). 
Israel has refused to accept and implement the 
Security Couacil Resolntlon In toto aad Insists on direct 
talk with the Arabs and recognition of Israel by them, which 
Is according to the majority members of the O.N., 
105. The Statesman (New Delhi) 23 November 1%7 
^ iv 6 ' 
not practicable, tbat is, to expect the Arabs to recognise 
Israel before she vacates tbe fruits of her recent aggression; 
ami it is not also practicable to expect the Aral» to give 
up tbe state of belligerency aith Israel coaspletely 
until and unless there is a reasonable and honourable 
the settlement of the problea of the Arab refugees. 
The Arabs have decided not to participate in any 
direct or indirect talks because of ti»o reasons. 
"First, Israel had not yet declared that it aeans 
to iaplenent tbe resolution; and 
Secondly, the recent integration of occupied Arab 
territories by Israel has inflamed Arab opinion which feels 
Israel does not wish to irapletaent the resolution ** (I06> 
Dr. Zyyat, the Deputy Binister of External Affairs, 
U.A.B. said : 
If it is a satter of a victor seeking nogotations 
with 3 vanquished if Israel seeks to exploit U.N. 
resolutions for its ova inter^ts, then there is no need 
whatever for the Jarring peace aission**. (107> 
The Statesman (Nei? Delhi) of 22 February 1968 
wrote that ** Hr. Gunnar Jarriig's efforts failed because 
Israel had refkised to accept the Security Council's Resolution 
of November 22 aa the basis for three-woy negotations.** 
Israel has dwlared that the Arab occupied territory 
is "No longer enemy territory" and what she occupied is now 
an integral part of Israel. 
106. The Hindustan Times (New Oelhil 10 Barch 1968 
107. The Statesman (New Delhi), 28 February 1968 
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Thus the 196? Israeli aggression proved to be just 
8 eoatisaetioa of its expaasloalst policy. And the Israeli 
appeal for peace aims ia theory at thQ&ebleveneat of peaeet 
tmt ia practice applicatioa it alias at the baauliatioa 
of the Arab peoples aad their uacou^ itional capitolatioa 
to the result of the recent uadeclared Mar* 
The Israeli leaders sees) to lotdc at the territory 
of the Middle East as a vacant area and, in fact, do not 
restrain their repeated declaratioas that they trill not 
flinch from their extQne denands, 
'^ Acts of aggression have been ccnnsitted many times 
since the beginning of the war. the policy of territorial 
wpansion of Israel's Government, its acts of colonisation 
by force, are not only ^ angering peace ia that area bot 
the nhole wdtd overt? Said Mrs. OLGA POBLETS of Chile, 
on behif of the Latin Acieriean Delegates, in the International 
Conference in Support of the Arab Peoples, (Sets Delhi, 
November 11 to 14, 1%7>. 
Mrs. Olga PobMe went on to say s 
"The policy of the Israeli Governoent is that of 
an agent of Imperialism in the M Middle East, looking 
after the domination of this vast area of snch high econoaie 
and strategic importance'*. ( in the same conference.) 
B^  annexation of the Arab occnpied land, we eonld 
nnderstai^ the very real meaning of the Israeli aggression 
ai aad how highly it endangers not only the seenrity of the 
Arab coantries, but also idiat a problem or threat is 
Israel to »orld Si^ urity and peace. 
Ibe most po^rful iadictiaent of imperialism cai» 
from a Jew. Prof. Apthekar, the U.S. delegate to 'Interaatioaal 
-- I® — 
Conf«renee in Support of the Arab Peoples* 
(New Delhi* Noveaber 11 to 14, 196T) i«ho said : 
*Israel*s right to esistoiice as created by 
the Onited Httions was aot la question. The greatest 
threat to Israel's future came frora the 'Eshkol-Oayas 
Government*, tfks («hich had made It into s *haiKi*!saidai 
of Inpertalist colonialist expaRsionisEi**, 
What effect the Israeli military conqoest 
Kill have on th future of the Middle East* on Arab 
wn relations with the Powers which championed the 
Israeli cause so ardently* and on »orId peaee« is 
still too early to predict« ^ uch depeniSt however^  
on the fatore attiltidet of these powers. Will th«y 
confine a solution to the iooediate causes, using 
Israeli military successes as a bargaining counter ? 
Or aill they have the moral courage ami wisdom to 
deal squarely with the problea by first demanding 
iaoediate (sraeJi ttithdrawal and then tackling tha 
basic issue i?ithont fear or favour eith a vim to 
bringing 'peace with Justice* to the Middle East ? 
As the Prioe ^ nister of India, Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi said in her raessage to the International 
Conference, November 11 to 14« 1967 : "If a lastifl^ r 
solution to these (tfest Asian) problems is to be 
found then it is essential that the Israeli amed 
forces withdraw frcxa all the territories occupied ta 
a result of the recent conflict" (108) 
108.- fll*afgb» Bceaber 1%7, Vol. 6, ife. p-3, Delhi, 
In support of the so*cdlled 'peaee* propagated 
by Israel, the Israeli Goveramot and knesset members 
have approve the ana^atioo of the occupied Arab 
territories to Israeli State and annouoced to start 
establishing vtM offices for the Israeli Govenment 
in oecfipied Arab territories end 2S00 flats for new 
Jewish icssigration »ithdut regard to the gbsorptive 
capacity of the country and eoi»aitting the aost 
flagrant violation of the United Nations Principles 
end huraan rights by this annexation. 
Abl» Elimn, Foreign Minister of Israet« in an 
interview with the Jerusaieo Post on Jane IB, 1%7, 
stated that "were 121 raeoibers of the U.N. to vote 
Israel's withdrawal behind the pre-war lines, Israel 
would still refuse to carry out this resolutioB." (109) 
tSho can eulogise Israel for her unabashed 
aggression against the Arab States« and her disrespect 
for the organisation which voted into existence Jewish 
State ? her actions no less than by the words of 
her authoritative and accredited spokesmen Israel has 
confirraed the worst fears and Msuspicions e-f the Arab* 
and all anti-imperialists that Israel is *a hostile 
nation, planted squarely across the bridge between the 
Arabs of A£a and of Africa. (110), 
Charles D. Ci!euedn&.--ghft flrnM 
Al*arab> September, 1967 Vol. 6. No. 7 
p 6 New IK Delhi. 
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WS, PALESIIl^ ARAB BS'DGEES 
The most tragie eoosequeaee of the establishaeat 
of Israel is the existence of aboat one and a half ailiioB 
Arab refugees. (Ill) 
According to Onited Nations records the naaber of 
V 
registered t^gees in 1963 Mas 1,210,170, (112) exclading 
Palestinians residing in countries other than Jordan, 
Lebanon, Syria and the Gaza Strip and out-side the Arab 
world. 
The Israelis have again during the recent Jane 
aggression managed to push about three lakhs of Aral» <mt 
from the most prodnctive Hest Bank of Jordan occupied by 
Israel, and some from the Gaza Strip, Sinai and Syrian 
territories (Galilee). 
The tragedy of the Palestinian Arab refugees is 
not the conditions under which they live, but the fact 
that after twenty years of exile, they live withont hope-
either hope of a normal life where they are, or hope 
of return to their homeland. 
111. For a detailed and scholarly study, see Bony E.Gabbay A Political Study of the Arab Jewish Conflict z The 
Arab Re£uqee Problem (A case study). (Geneva, 1959), 
Also Hedley V. Cooke. Israel i A Blessing and a 
curse (London. 1966). and Don Peretz : Israel and 
the Palestine Arabs (Washington, D.C. 1%8.) 
112. 0. N, Document A/5513/ Annex, p 21. 
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Si nee tbe tragedy occared in 1948, the conscience 
of the world was moved and up to now has not condoned the 
expulsion of the refugees. 
Each year, since they first fled from Palestine 
ander the impact of tbe reign of terror (Aich Zionist 
forces spread throaghont Palestine, their case has 
been presents to the United Nations. But through 
political obstruction inside and outside the United Nations, 
the injustice has been allowed to linger aiKi the distress 
prolonged until now it can be said to have been added to 
the category of problems which the world tends to 
accept as chronic and something it must learn to 
live with. 
Each year the United Nations expresses its 
sympathy, and some of the members voluntarily agree to 
continue to support them. But no realistic consideration 
is given to correct the injustice that was done to them* 
Thus, the initial impulse of conscience became blunted and 
the calaaity allowed to continue indefinitely. Host 
of the refugees are totally dependent on the United 
Nations Relief and Works Agency (UHRHA). They live 
in camps and survive on a food ration that costs 7 cents 
a day. 
May some say that the Palestine Arab refugees 
wren*t the only refugees in the world, and that there was 
no reason why they should receive preferential treatment. 
But the basic difference between the Palestine Arab 
refugees and for acample, those nAio moved away when 
India and Pakistan became iwiependent or refugees 
from Coaounist China and European countries, is that the 
Palestine Arab refugees were forcibly evicted from their 
ctmntry. While Indian refugees, Pakistani refugees. 
aad others fron other countries, left of their own 
TtiolotioB and not were ousted by their governaents. 
Th^ either disagreed with or did not wish to live 
under racisting political comlitions. The Arab refugees 
are detemined to get back the land from which they 
have been dispossessed. No force can make theo 
renounce their claim to their lai^  and their country. 
Neither time and poverty, nor the Zi<mists can ever 
make this usurapation rightful or legal. 
Heanwhlle, as the Palestine Arab refugees wait 
in exile, their land and property have been expropriated 
by the Israeli Goveriment, and the Palestinian owners 
have received nothing in the way of income or repatriations 
in return. In fact the overwhelming majority of the 
land now called * Israel* is legitimately individual 
Arab owned land. As Professor S. A. H. Haqqi wrote ; 
'*Israel ows its incipient rapid growth and prosperity to 
what Toynbee has called *robbery*, the forcible eviction 
and expulsion of 900,000 Arabs from their fields, 
orchards, vineyards, homes, shops, factories and business 
and confiscating their property worth according to O.N. 
estimates 560 million (old rate).** (113) No people is 
ex«apt from panic in times of war, but they have always 
been able to return to their homes when the danger 
was over. 
About three hundred thousands of the Arab refugees 
left their homes and fled in terror due to the outrag^ i^ ous 
crimes and massacres C(Hnmitted by Zionists, which 
were condemned by world public opinion, before the 
withdrawal of British forces from Palestine. 
113. Maingtreaa - July 29, 1967 
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Zionist terror increases and the number of the refugees 
reached the figure of nine handr«i thoosands in ^ ^ ^ • 
Today there are over one and a half million Palestine 
refugees, who for twenty years, have been leading a 
wretched life in miserable caaps and tents. 
Now the Israelis, having achieved their objectives 
of a 'State* in Palestine, are anxious to absolve 
themselves of responsibility and liquidate the Palestinian 
refugees problem by being absorbed someiAere else, as 
that would put a seal of approval on the heinons 
crimes the Zionists have coraaitted against them. The 
Israelis regard the Palestine Arab refugees *as an 
obstacle to their future plans of development and 
expansion. The Israelis try to impress world opinion 
with the argument that the Palestine Arabs left their 
homes in Palestine on instigation fr<m broadcats by 
Arab radio Stations, that since-Arab armies were 
going to march into Palestine, they should leave the 
land. And they say that they are not the only 
refugees in the world today, and there is, therefore, 
no reason why they should be accorded preferential 
treatment. They say that Arab States should absorb 
Arab refugees, specially since the area of Arab 
countries is about seventy times larger than that of 
Israel. And they say, if others have been rehabilitated 
in new environments, why can't the Palestine Arabs ? 
The argument that the Palestine Arab refugees 
left of their own accord, is like other Israeli allegations, 
is both absolutely baseless and false. It suffices to 
quote from the testimonies of two Israelis : 
1. In a rebuttal of an teeriean rabbi*$ 
assertions blaming the Arab ^ odas oo the Palestine 
Arabs themselves. Nathan a Jew living in 
Israel t wrote in 1^9; 
**If Rabbi Kaplan really wanted to know what 
happened, we old Jewish settlers in Palestine irtio 
witnessed the fight ecmld tell him how and in what manner 
we, Jews, forced the Arabs to leave eities and villages ... 
Some of them were driven out by force of arms; others 
were made to leave by deceit, lying and false pretences. 
It is enough to cite the eities of Jaffa, Lydda, 
Ramie, Beersheba, and Acre from esnong numberless 
others", 
Hie writer, then, snas up the situation as 
follows : 
Here was a people who lived on its own land for 
1,300 years. We came and turned the native Arabs, into 
tragic refugees. And still we dare to slander and 
malign thoa, to besmirch their name. Instead of being 
deeply ashamed of vAat we did and of trying to undo some 
of the evil we coimsitted by helping those unfortunate 
refugees, we justify our terrible acts and even 
attempt to glorify them." <H4> 
2. ProfMsor Erich Fr(»m« a noted Jewish writer 
and thinker, says : 
"rt is often saict that the Arabs fled, that 
th«^ left the country voluntarily, and that they therefore 
bear the responsibility for losing their property and 
their land." 
114. Jewish Nesletter. 9 February, 1959. 
-It is true that ia history there are soae 
instances -in Rome and in France during the Bevolutioat -
ffhen enemies of the State were proscribed and their 
property confiscated. But in general international 
law, the principle holds true that no citizen loses his 
property or his rights of citizenship ; and the 
citizenship right is defacto a ri^t to lAich the Arabs 
in Israel have much more legitanacy than the Jews. Just 
because the Arabs fled ? Since when is that punishable 
by confiscation of property and by being barred from 
returning to the land on which a people's foreffathers 
have lived for generations ? Thus the claim of the 
Jews to the land of Israel cannot be a realistic 
political claim. If all nations would suddenly claim 
territories in which their forefathers have lived two 
thoBsand years ago, this world would be a mad house. 
Professor Fromn\ continues to say : 
"I believe that, politically speaking,, there is 
only one solution for Israel, namely, the unilateral 
acknowledgement of the obligation of the State towards the 
Arabs - not to use it as a bargaining point, but to 
acknowledge the complete moral obligation of the Israeli 
state to its former inhabitants of Palestine" (115) 
With regard to Israeli propaganda that the 
Palestine Arabs left their homes in Palestine on instigation 
froo broadcasts by Arab radio stations is baseless. It is 
known that the B.B.C. keeps full monitored records of 
all the broadcasts made anywhere ia the world. Many 
historians and research scholars have searched these 
archives in vain to find out a single broadcast fr«a the 
115. Ibid. 19 Hay 1958. 
Arabs which asked the inhabitants to leave Palestine, 
As Erskine Childers, a pr<»Binent European 
writer, has observed : 
'^ere had allegedly been Arab radio broadcasts 
ordering the evacuation; bat no dates, names of stations, 
or texts of messages were ever cited. In Israel in 1958, 
as a guest of the Foreign Office and therefore doubly 
hopeful of serious assistance, I asked to be shorn the 
proofs, I was assured they existed, and was promised thm. 
None had been offered when I left, but^ X was again 
assured. I asked to have the material sent on to me. 
I am still waiting." 
Erskine Childers goes on to say : 
" I met Dr. Leo Kohn, professor of political 
science at Hebrew University and an aabassador rank 
adviser to the Israeli Foreign Office. Be had written one 
of the first official pamphlets on the Arab refugees. I 
asked him for concrete evidence of the Arab evacuation 
orders. Agitatedly, Dr. Khon replied i Evidence ? 
Evidence ? vdiat more could you want than this ? and he 
took up his own pasphlet. *Look at this Economist report* 
and he pointed to a quotation. You will surely not 
suggest that the Economist is a Zionist Journal ? 
TThe quotation is one of about five that 
appear in every Israeli speech and pamphlet, and are 
in turn used by every sympathetic analysis .... I 
decided to turn up the relevant (October 2, 1948 issue of 
the Economist.) But I had already noticed one curious 
word in it. This was a description of the massacre 
at Deir Tassin as an "incident*. No impartial observer of 
Palestine in 1946 what happened at this 
avowedly non-belligerent, unaroed Arab village in 
April, 1948 an incident - any more tban Lidice is called 
an *incidMt.* Over 250 old men» women and ebildren 
were deliberately butchered« stripped and mutilated 
or thrown into a well* men of the Zionist Irqun Zvai 
Lernai". (116) 
Thus it is evident that the Arabs evicted at bayonets 
point and by panic deliberately incited by the Zionists. 
£ven after the Armistice Agreements had been signed 
and the hostilities had cme to an eml, thousands of 
refugees were forcibly removed from their homes aader the 
terrorisation committed by the Zionists. There are many 
reports oa this emulsion of the Palestine Arabs frcmi 
their homes and herded to the Armistice Demarcation 
Lines, across which they were shooed away despite the fact 
that the Israelis had signed th'e Armistice Agreements* 
These reports by General Riley, then Chief of Staff of 
the United Nations Trace Supervision Organisation 
on a number of occasions. They are in the U.N. Documents 
S/1797 (Paras. 1,2 and 5), S/2234 Para. 9), and 
S/2300 (Para. 29). 
That the Arabs of Palestine are not the only 
refugees in the world today, this approach has 
unfortunately succeeded in transforming the Palestine 
Problem frcra one between right and wrong to one of 
refugees to be fed and sheltered until absorbed, tBut 
there is a basic difference between refugees, who 
migrated from India and Pakistan after the partition in 
1947 and after, or refugees from Biropean countries on the 
one hand and the Arabs of Palestine on the other. The 
former left of their own accord and were not ousted 
116. Childern. Erskine B.. 'The Other Bcodus.' the Spectator 
JUoazine. 12 Hav 1961. 
by their governraeats. Tbey either disagreed with or 
did not wish to live tinrier the changed political 
conditions. There is no law or policy in any of these 
countries which prevents thea from returning to their 
horaelaod, if they are willing to live under the new 
regime or Goveroaent in the country. Wiile the 
Palestine Arabs were victims of an age*long Zionist 
Plan to usurp the Boly Land from its Arab inhabitants, 
irtio have perished in the recent massacres, and when the 
day came for the creation of Israel, through a procedure 
which is entirely in contradiction with the normal and 
natural conponents for building any State, Ibislims and 
Christians were forcibly expelled and dispossessed on 
racial and religions grounds by aliens who established 
themselves a Goveriraent in the heart of the Arab homeland. 
The Arabs of Palestine have never given up their rights 
to Palestine and never intend to. Their desire to return 
to their hones ami to regain their wealth and possessions 
has been conveyed annually to the General Assembly. When 
it was proposed in the United nations, that the refugees 
should be resettled in Arab countries, the late 
Secretary-General in his report of 1959 warned by saying : 
**No reintegration would te satisfactory, or even 
possible, were it to be brought about by forcing people into 
their new positions against their will. It snst be freely 
accepted, if it is to yeild lasting results in the fom 
of economic and political stability.** (Il7) 
The Director of the Agency responsible for the relief 
of the refugees (DNRWA) conveyed to the General Assmbly 
the desire of the Arab refugees. He said : -
117. O.N. Document A/4121. 
, Wl-
**The great mass of the refugees eontiiraes to 
believe that a grave injustice has been done to them and 
to express a desire to return to their homelai^. In 
particular, tbey request the implementation of Paragraph 
11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (III) of 11 
December 1948 concerning repatriation and compensation 
The refugees collcctively main opposed to certain types 
of self-support projects which they consider would mean 
permanent resettlement and the abandoment of hope of 
repatriation On the other hand* the Government 
of Israel has taken no affirmative action in the matter 
of repatriation and compensation. It remains the 
Director's opinion that, unless the refugees are given the 
choice betseen repatriation and compensation provided for 
in resolution 194 (III), or unless some other solution 
acceptable to all parties is found* it Mould be unrealistic 
for the General Assembly to believe that decisive progress 
•ab can be accomplished by OFffiWA towards the *reintegration 
of the refugees into the econonic life of the Near East, 
either by partition or resettlement* in line with 
General Assenbly resolution 393 (V) of December 1950)". (118) 
the U.N. Mediator, Count Bernadotte advised the 
General Assanbly that the refugees* '^ unconditional right 
to make a free choice should be fully respected** (119) 
On 14 November i960, the Director of UNRNA told 
the United Nations : 
118. O.N. Document A/3686 
119. O.N. Document A/648, 
\ % o 
**As one oight expeet, this review of the past 
and present drove haae to eaeb of as, even nore force-
fully, the truly tragic plight of the Palestine 
refugees. For oore than twelve years they have existed 
by virtue of charity meted out oa a meagre scale. 
For the most part they have lived without 
opportunity for self-advanc^ent, and worst of all -
their hopes for the future have tended to grow 
dimaer rather than brighter, '^ ieanwhile the number 
of refugee d<^endents continues to increase now by 
more than 30,000 per year; and their resentment and 
bitterness continue unabated as they determinedly 
demand the implementation of General Assembly 
Resolution 194 (XII)« i^ ich holds out to them a right 
of choice between repatriation and compensation. 
' ''Viewed by any standard, the plight of these 
people during the past twelve years stands out as a 
dark page in human history".(120). 
Thus to equate the two typei of refugees is not 
only misleading but tends to confuse the issue and make 
any peaceful settlement in Palestine highly improbable. 
The Israeli disrespect for International 
obligations as betrayed by their treatment of the 
Arabs of Palestine, was commented upon by Rabbi R. 
Benjffliin an American Jewish witer in He 
enquired s 
** How can a people which has for centuries led 
a life as refugees and experienced all the bitter pain 
of exile, begin its political renascene with an act 
of injustice against other refugees ? " The writer 
120. O.N. Document A/SPC/PV. 1^9, p26. 
then remarked i "The most tragic aspect of this entire 
not only that a grave eolleetive injustice has 
been committe;^ , but that the majority of Israelis and 
Diasporsi Jews justify and glorify It as an act of 
patriotic pride, historic justice and heroism.'* 
''Not until this appalling spiritual confusion is 
cleared up, can any practical oeasures*-be undertaken", (121), 
Hie Israelis, through thier propaganda, say 
that the Arab States are using the refugees as pawns in 
the game of power Polities with Israel, and say that the 
Arab States have both mistreated and neglected the refugees 
and have made no effort to alleviate their sufferings. 
But Br. <fohQ H. Oavis, former Commissi oner-General of the 
United Nations Relief and Works Agency'(ONBWA) for 
Palestine, who can speak with authority on the subject, 
has now exploded the misconceptions about the situation. 
In a speech delivered before the Conference of 
Voluntary Agencies in Geneva, on 18 January, 1961, 
Dr. Davis said that "the Palestine refugee problem has 
defied political solution, net because of alleged 
*whims* of Arab politicians or the reputed 'shiftless* 
nature of the refugees, but because of the *dq>th and 
Universality* of the conflict of basic feeling between 
Arabs and Israelis'*. "The reason" he pointed out, 
"is a widespread lack of understanding of the problem**. 
He listed what he termed as fiyjj^ ajor^ l^raisconc^ Uons * 
about the situation t 
121. Jewish Newsletter. 1 December 1958 
"1. 'That the Palestine Arab people are shiftless 
and prefer international charity to working for a living.' 
Dr. Davis countered that this is not tore - the 
Palestinians are 'generally industrially inclined and have 
a strong desire to be selfosupporting. As of 1948, the 
Palestine econoay and cnltore were aboat the aost advanced 
of any in the liiddle East. 
'*2, 'That the Arab host goveriments have mistreated 
the refugees by neglecting them and even holding then as 
hostages in their struggle with Israel'. 
Dr. Davis replied that 'the troth is that in 
general the host governraents have been syiapathetic and 
generous within their means.* 
"3. 'That the "conniving of unprincipled Arab 
Politicians'* 'had held the refugees idle*. Dr. Davis 
declared that the Arab Politicians *quite accurately voice 
the deep feelings and aspirations* of their peoples, 
refugees amJ non-refugees alike, ^ en they refuse to 
'accept Israel as a pEmanent component of the tliddle 
East. It is the basic feelings of the peoples on both 
sides of the Palestine issue rather than politicians' whios, 
that have prevented and still prevent a political 
solution to the Palestine Problem'. 
"4. * That a political solation would nean aij/ 
end to the refugee problem'. 
Dr. Davis pointed out that, politics aside, 
there is the huraan aspect of the probl^ ^  n»aely, that 
a large portion of the adult male refugee population is 
unenployable. The older generations were fanners or 
unskilled labourers, and the younger are untrained, and 
all of th«B are now living in countries ^ ihere the denand 
for such workers is already fully met. 
*i:hat external pressure should now be applied 
to host goveriraents to force them to solve the refugee problem 
fflore quickly*. Ur. Davis said *in view of the human aspect 
of the problem alone and without regard to political 
factors (important as they are), the Arab host governments 
cannot themselves solve the Palestine refugee problem. 
To pressure them to do so would tend to increase economic 
and political instability in these countries, vAich in 
turn, would tend to delay rather than facilitate a 
permanent solution". (122) 
The Arab States* contributions to the refugees has 
now been forthcoming from UNaWA itself. 
**Betweetit i December 1948 and 30 June l96l, 
some $ 369,856«d00 were contributed in assistance to 
the Arab refugees, whether to the United Nations Relief for 
Palestine Refugees (1948-1950) or to CNRNA. the total 
contribution to UNRWA (1950-1961) being $ 368,776,096. 
The United States contributed sone $ 250,579,393 to 
ONRHA, about 70% of the total figure, the United Kingd<»i 
% 66,224,004, 
**....„ The Arab Host Govertments have contributed 
some $ 7,431.<)05 to UNBPB and to UNRWA during the period 
1948 to 1961, of which some $ 6,660,095 went to UNRKA. 
This figure totals $ 9,437,743 when one adds the contributions 
of the other Arab Governments, It is conservatively 
estimated that the Arab Host Governments have contributed 
some $ 38^ Billion in direct aid to the refugees in various 
goods and services since 1948, the rate of direct contributions 
now being about $ 5 million per year. Various Arab non-
Governmental organisations and institutions, and individuals 
122. U.N. Press Helease PAt^ 86l-UNRrfA Newsletter, 
February, 1%1, pp 4-5. 
since 1948 have contribated is easb« kind and services, 
seme $ 2,020,715 tiias bringing the overall ototal 
assistance from Arab sources, for which there is record, to 
about since the beginning of the refugee 
probieo, whether in the form of contrilmtions to UNRPR 
and DNSSA or directly to the refugees." <123) 
Dr. Davis reported to the United Nations : 
''In general, the host/^ countries and goveriments 
sQo« deep understanding of the refugees and 
sympathy for their needs.** (124) He also noted : 
•^ he severe strain which the refugee problem 
places on the whole structure>political, economic and social 
of the host countries, and their natural concern with the 
scope and complixity of the Agency's operations, must be 
borne in aind". (125) 
The Israelis maintain that all the resolutions 
except the 1951 resolution concerning passage of Israeli ships 
through Suez Canal > are not binding. 
The General Assembly decreed the return of the 
Palestine Arabs, in its resolution of 11 December 1943 : 
'^ that the refugees wishing to return to their 
homes and live at peace with their neighbours should be 
permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and 
that c(»ipensation should be paid for the property of those 
choosing not to return and for loss of or daoage to 
property ....... (Paragraph 11) of the resolution 194 (III), 
123. UNR>m Document : Suoiiaary Data on Assistance to the 
Palstine Refugees, 1 December 1948 to 30 June 1961. 
124. D. N. Document A/4861. 
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By its resolution of 3 December 1955» the Assembly 
not only reaffinaed its previous successive resolutions on 
the subject, but also noted "that repatriation or coapensation 
of the refugees, as provided for in paragraph 11 of 
resolution 194 (III), has not been effected "and affirmed 
that consequently **the situation of the refugees contittnes 
to be matter of grave concern*'* 
On December 5, 1963 the General Assembly in 
resolution 1912 (XVIII) noted "with deep regret that the 
repatriation or compensation of the refugees as provided 
for in paragraph 11 of resolution 194 (III) has not been 
effected, that tto substantial progress has been made in 
the prograrim endorsed in paragraph 2 of resolution 513 (VI) 
for the reintegration of refugees either by repattriation 
or settlement and that, therefore, the situation of the 
refugees continues to be a matter of serious concern.** 
The resolution then "calls upon the United Nations 
Conciliation Commission for Palestine to continue its 
efforts for the implementation of paragraph II of 
resolution 194 (III). 
Thus the recognition of the right of the refugees 
to repatriation and compensation has been 'recalled* 
by the General Assembly at every regular session it has 
eailed held since 1948 - in Resolution 194 (111) of 
11 December, Resolution 212 (111) of 19 November 148 
and Resolution 302 (IV) of 8 December 1949, Paragraph I 
of the Preamble). 
As its fifty regular session, held in 1950, the 
General Assembly further elucidated its intention, 
adding significant safeguards against possible discrimination 
"either in law or in fact". (Sesolution 394 (V) of 
14 December 1950, Paragraph 3), 
The recognition of the right of the re^gees 
has been 'recalled* by the General Assembly fifteen times 
up to 1963 only. More specially* it was re-affirmed 
in Paragraph 1 of the Preamble of each of the following 
Resolutions : 
(a> Kesoltttion No. 302 (IV) of 8 December 1949« 
(b) Resolution No. 394 (V) of 14 December 1950, 
(c) Resolution No. 5l2 (VI) of 26 January 1952), 
(d) Resolutioti No. 614 (VII) of 6 November 1952, 
(e) Resolution No. 720 (VIII) of 27 November 1952, 
(f) Resolution No. 818 (IX) of 4 December 1954, 
(g) Resolution No. 916 (X) of 3 December 1955, 
(h) Resolution No. 1018 (XI) of 28 February 1957, 
(i) Resolution No. 1191 (XII) of 12 December 1957, 
(j) Resolution No. I3l5 (XIII) of 12 December 1958, 
(k) Resolution No. 1456 (XIV) of 9 December 1959, 
(I) Resolution No. 1604 (XV) of 2l April 1961, 
(m) Resolution No. 1725 (XVI) of 20 December 1961, 
(n) Resolution No. 1856 (XVII) of 20 December 1962, 
(o) Resolution No. I9l2 (Xviii) of 30 December 1963. 
The Israelis have defiantly refused to implement 
any single resolution concerning the refugees, evea oo 
single one decreed by any organ of the United Nations. 
The Partition Resolution had safeguarded the 
property-rights of the Arabs in the "Jewish" State in 
8 Paragraph^ of Chapter II Part C, which states t 
Peace is not s<metliing that can be achieved by 
intrigue, deceit or political influences as the Israelis 
have been trying to do since 1948; it nust be won on 
principles of justice ntKl equity. By laanching massive 
ami wanton attacks on the neighbouring Arab States will 
not serve aiiy Issting settlement? on the contrary, chances 
of peace will not exist nw or ever, 
'*Oaly an internal revolution", -.vrote Nathan ^ hofshi 
from Israel, "can have the power to heal our people of their 
murderous sickness of baseless hatred (from the Arabs). 
It is bound to bring eventual ruin upoQ us* Only then 
will the old and the young in our land realize how great 
was our responsibility to those miserable wronged Arab 
refugees in whose toints we have settled Jev;s Who were 
brought from afar; whose horaes »e hove inherited, nhose 
fields we now sow and harvest; the fruit of whose gardens, 
orchards and vineyards we gather; and in tvhose cities that 
we robbed, v/e put up houses of education, charity and 
psayer, while we babble and rave about our being the 'People 
of the Book* and the 'Light of the Nations'". (128). 
128. Translated from the Israeli Hebrew Language Magazine 
Ner, January-February 1962, and published in the 
American Council for Judaism Uacrazine Issues, 
Fall 1961. 
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JEBDSAL^ & THE ARAB «IN(»T¥ IN ISRAEL 
JEROSALai : 
Za tb« Partition Besolntion, the General 
Assoably reeooaeaded, as part of the total tettleaeat 
of the Palestine Probleot that, 
'Hie City of Jerusalem shall be established as 
a coi^ tts separatum uwler a special iateraatioaal regin« 
and shallbe adtainistered by the Onitcd Nations, Hie 
trusteeship Council shall be designated to discharge the 
respottibilities of the Adtalflisterii^  Authority on behalf 
of the Onitcd Nations'*, 
(Partjn, Section A), 
In a subseqtirat resolution on Palestine that of 
11 December 1948, the General Assembly resolved 
(paragraph 8) that : 
"In vim at its association, with three world 
religions the Jerusalem area, including the present 
municipality of Jerusalem plus the surrounding villages 
and towns ..... should be accorded special and separate 
treatment from the rest of Palestine and should be plac«i 
under effective United Nations control". 
On 9 December 1949, the General Ass^bly adopted 
a special resolution idiich reads : 
*fbe General Assembly 
'*ilavittg regard to its resolution 161 (ID of 
19 November 1947 and 194 (III) of 11 December 1948 
"Baviag stadied the reports of the Onlted 
Natioas Coaeillation CotaciiUsiea 
" I Deeiaee 
* In relation to Jemsales 
** BeUeriag that tbe principles aaderlyiog its 
previoss resolotions eoaeernit^ this matter* aad is 
particalar Its resolution of 29 Noveaber 1947, 
represent a Jnst and equitable of tbe question. 
"1. To restate* therefore its intentionShat 
JerusalcB sttoald be plaeed under a pemaneat iateraational 
regiae ** 
On 9 December 1949 it mlopted a resolution that the 
Trusteeship Council wwld proceed to discharge the task 
oitrusted to it by the Assenbly, ** The Trusteeship 
Council shall not allow any action taken by any Interested 
Goverment or Goveraneats to divert It fros adoptli^ and 
iaplaientiag the Statute of Jemsalea * (Sub-
paragraph 2 of Paragraph 1). 
On 13 December - four days after the Assembly had 
reaffiraed Its decision to Internationalize Jerusalaa and 
bad addressed Its appeal for *good Mill* - Israel nored 
Its Parllaoent* certain nlnlstrles aad central departaents 
to Jerusalea. Ther«ipon the following Hmolutloin 
regarding Israel's actions in Jerasalen were adc^ ted tqr 
the Trusteeship Council on 20 December 1949 (114 (S-2)): 
(1) **Is concerned at the removal to Jemsalea of 
certain ministries and central departaents of the Goveraneat 
of Israel" on 13 December 1949 i 
(ID "'Considers that such action Ignores and Is 
Incompatible with the provisions of paragraph 11 of 
General Assembly resolutioa 303 (iv> of 9 Deeenber 
1949; and (lil) ealls upon Israel "to revoke these 
aeasares**. 
INit Israel's respoase to t!ie appeal of the world 
orgaalsatioB was olear, firm and pronpt, and as asnal, 
one of defiaoee and arr^^aace towards the Osited 
Natioas. 
(te 23 Jaaaary the Kaesseth proelaiaed that 
Jentsaleo **had resiaed its status as the capital of the 
State "and* added "resamption** shall be deemed to haTe 
taken affect oa the day oa which Israel's MtablislneBt 
had been declared • 14 Hay 1948. 
Is a broadcast, a few months later Ben Gnrioo 
Said t 
"The United Nations .... saw fit this year 
to decide that our eternal capital should become a 
corpas separatm aader ioteroatioaal coatrol. Oar 
rebottal of this widied coaasel was aneqaivocal aad 
resolttte; the Goveraaeat and foesseth at oace raoved their 
seat toJerasalem, aad nade it Israel's crown and 
capital, irrevocably aad for all men to see" (129). 
Israel as an agressor and expansionist state« 
received many condemnations from the world organisatioa. 
Even the Security Council wherein it is very difficalt 
to get a resolution through, because of the veto 
enjoyed by the penaanent members aaoi^ whom are some 
of Israel's staaach supporters, condemned Israel six 
tines up to 1966, 
Coaceraing Jerusalem, the Security Council for 
instance, adopted a resolutioa on 11 April I96l 
(S/47B5>, which "endorsed" the decision of the iixed 
ftf. Sea Gurion, ReMrth and Destiny of Israel, p3^ 
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Amlstiee CoooiissifHi of 20 Har^ 1%1» '*eoBdeanii^ ** 
Israel for 8 "breach** of tb« Anatstlee Agrecaent la 
Jerusalem. CPeragraph I and 2). Yet tbe Israeli 
aggression of 5 Jone 1%7, led to the oceapation of 
Jerasalen as tvell as tbe vAole Rest Bank of Jordan* 
tbe 6aza Strip, tbe Sinai Penlnsala and territory in 
Syria. 
And Israel as a gesture of its defiance and utter 
dlsxegsTd for VSnited Hatlons has approved 
tbe government and Rnessetb meabers) tbe annexation of tbe 
Arab sector of Jemsalesi to tbe Jmish sector and« 
in fact, all tbe Israeli party leaders insist on e 
unified Jernsalea* stating that this resolation is 
final and not snbject to any change* ^ Icb oeans that 
any negotiations for peace, (Aether direct* or liKlireet* 
do not, in Xsrael*s vien, Inclnde tbe question of 
Jerasalen. Thus Israel annexed the Arab sector to the 
Jentish sector and unified Jerusalen, despite the U.N. 
decision by 99 trotes against annexation to one vote in 
its favour. 
Let us bear about the pliobt of Jerusalem after 
its invasion by the Israeli amy. 
An Indian Journalist, Br. 6. H. Jaasen 
(tSest Asia Correspondent of the Statesman. Delhi 
wrote frooSBs Bel nit on 21 July 1967 (by way ofr^ly 
to E.A. who bad written that **Israel too has affined 
its respect for tbe holy places of other religion**) : 
'*I find this merely ironf. I have seen mosques converted 
into art galleries by tbe Israelis in Tiberias and Safad. 
Ko Israeli 8p<&e«aan has yet said Mhat were the military 
targets in the ><iclnity of the Church of St. Anne in 
Jentsalms vdiich was bit and severely damaged by half 
a dozen Israeli shells.** 
\1H 
Again 6. H. Jaosen wrote in the Statesman, 
New Delhi, 23 July 1%7 Tale of Two Cities" 
" Onderfoot one has the rabble of a thickly 
populated area from Hhleh 1000 Arabs were expelled at 
three boars* notice by the These people took 
What they con Id carry on their heads and badics and their 
houses were then bnldozed " 
6. R. Jansen then remarked : 
'*To Judge by present appearance, and if Israel, 
in defiance of the United Nations holds on the Jordanian 
Jerusalem then the Old City will assuredly lose its 
former character. It will then be a Boly City in 
An American lady from Lebanon, Brs. Nancy 
Nolan Abo Baydar, a social woricer, wrote as follom ; 
"Op to three weeks ago we frnew Jerusalem as it 
lived in peace and seoirity, its people happy and 
contented as they began to experience a taste of prosperity 
which th^ have woriced so bard to attain in the 20 years 
iince disaster strode them during the Arab-Israeli war 
of 194$. 
"To day Jerusalem is an occupid city, ruled over 
by an enemy determined to irrevocably change its physical 
appearance and break the spirit of its people. These 
objectives are being pursued in many nays with the utnost 
speed and precision as we saw very clearly", (130) 
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THE ARAB MIWORHY IH ISSAEL t 
Tke Israelis claim that their state is the 
only demoeratle state ia the Middle East «ftere all 
citizens enjojr full and equal rights viithout distittctioa 
as to race, coleor, or religion. Accordingly Israel 
poses as a freedoia-lovi^  nation, fulfilling all the 
requirements of the United Nations Charter, the Universal 
Declaration of Uoaan Sights, and the United ffatio!» 
Partition t!(»olntion« by virtue of which Israel was 
created. 
In fact the Arabs, Christian and Rnslims, 
oareoned in Israel are a shockii^ example of the worst 
type of religions and racial discrimination practised 
anywhere in the world. Closely related to the plight of 
the refugees is the cmel fate of those Arabs «riio 
reaained in areas tiwier Israeli control. May be it is 
true that the Jewish majority in Israel enjoys full 
rights and liberties, but not the Arab Minority, Muslims 
and Christians. (131) 
To say about any state that it is democratic 
only Iqr reference to its form of government or its 
political parties system or the way of voting, is not 
correct. l?e mst take into consideration also the manner 
and the atent of the fnadamental freedcms allowed and 
enjoyed by jjy^  its citizens withoat discrimination. 
The Arabs in Israel are far from equal in their 
status and standii^ to the Israeli citizens of the 
Jewish faith. It would be worthwhile in this connection 
to compare ntui contrast the basic prineipl«i regarding 
131. Bon Peretz, t^^ M^ddia East Today, pp 2993-94 
ainority rights as laid domi in the United Nations 
Charte?t the Qnivevsal Oeelaratloa of HamQii Sights* 
and the Partition Resolution and the aanner in which 
the Israelis have carried oat their hiiaaa amt 
eostractaal obligations. 
The Partition Resolution had safeguarded 
(in Chapters II and III of Part C> the fundaoental rights 
of the Arab minority in the "Jfewish** State and had 
stipulated in the Preamble of Part C ) that ** No la»» 
regulation or official action shall conflict or interefere 
trith these stipulations** nor ''prevail over then^ * 
1, person shall be subjected to arbitrary 
exile.* Bbt more than 3S«0(K> Arato* living in Israeli 
occupied territory were ex$»elled by the Israelis* 
and they refuse to allow these Arabs to return to their 
hearths and homes, 
2. Paragraph 2 of Chapter II stipulated that **oo 
discrimination of any kind shall be made between the 
inhabitants'** 
Bet the Arab minority has been placed in a class 
*B* category. And the Israelis have restricted their 
movemOTts* discriminated against them in employment, in 
goverioient service* in educatiott* in health facilities« 
and the Arabs are net allowed to fom their own political 
parties or trade uniom. (IStl 
J. Paragraph 3 of (%apter II proclaimed that 
all persons "shall be entitled to equal protection of 
the Laws". 
The Israelis have prohibited the Arabs from free 
Qoveaest and Impose forccd residence on them, for the least 
132. "The continuation of military government In many 
Arab areas also stjrmled the free and healthy 
growth of an iT^ igeneous Arab political movement, 
Don Peretz, The Middle East To^dav. pp 288-89 
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Ctese or offence. Hie Arab minority in forael live •r^— r—J 
uyler aarttal law ijj^applleC to them aloM t8_ the 
State. 
^^ 
4. Paragraph 6 of Oiapter 11 stipulated that the 
state ^ 'shall insure adequate primary ai^ secondary 
education** for the Arabs, ^t the Arabs are given less 
opportunitf than those available to the Israeli citizen 
of the Jetfish faith. In a Onited Nations doccnaent 
prepared by the Sub^ o^iaaittee on Prevention of 
Dlserimiaation aad Protection of fiioorities (£/CN. 
4/Snb 2/L.92/»dd 5S of 16 August 1956) in the series 
"Study of Discrimination in Eduation**, the disproportion 
between educational importunities provide! to the two 
sectors of the population is revealed. The statistics 
farnished by Ihe Goveraaent of Israel and pablitlted ia 
that document reveal that a total of 369,247 Jewish 
students attend public schools (Paragraph 14) compared 
to 25,880 Arab students (Paragraph 58). Arab students 
thus constitute 6.5% of the total student-population 
of Israel, tdtlle the Arab residents of the State constitBtel\ 
/ 
over 11% of its total population. A closer lodt at 
the Statistics furnished by the Israeli Government to the 
Onited Nations and iMiblished in tbis document (in 
Paragraphs 14 and 56) will further reveal that, of the 
total nuB&er of Jewish students, 4.6% attended secondary 
schools, while only of the Arab students had access to 
secondary education; and that 4,500 Jewish students 
atteiKied Oniversities and institutes of higher education 
eompared to 73 Arabs. 
5. Everyone has the right to leave any country, 
including his own, and return to bis country; But the 
Arabs are not allowed to travel outside tbe eountry 
unless they trndertake to sign away their right of return. 
6. expropriation of lami owaed by ao Arab In 
the Jeeish State shall be ailoeted ^ epet for pablie purposses*. 
The Israelis have so far expropriated withont 
payment 312,500 acres of fertile Arab land and are in tbe 
process of confiscating more* 
7. 'Palestinian citizens residing in Palestlns .... 
shall, vpon recognition of independ^ce, beeoae citizens 
of the State*, 
Israel openly distlncguishes the Arabs ttbo have 
been born and live In the country from Israeli citlzas of 
Jeitish faith. Any JeH the ocoent he stqps on to Palestine 
soil, he will iM granted ioiaedlate ctitizenship. Bhile 
the Arabs are In law as well as in fact, "secondclass 
citizens'*. 
8. 'The control ami adainistration of Vaqf 
(plons finndation property) shall be exercised In accordance 
with religions law and the dispositions of the founders*. 
The Israelis have taken over such properties and 
are tttillzisn the proceeds fron the sale or lease 
thereof for the settleaent of new Jewish Inraigrants, 
contrary to the 'dispositions of the founders*. 
This is Israel, who came into being partly as a 
result of the revolt of world-coasclence against similar 
treatsent accorded to the Jews in Europe, 
The Israeli propaganda machine, deliberately 
continses to mislead public opinion when It claims that 
the Arabs in Israel have full rights in every field. They 
can contest for the Israeli Parlinaent, and there are six 
Arate members in the Parliament. 
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Hay be it is trae that tbe Arabs have six teats 
is Israeli Parliament. Bkit to wtiieb party they belong ? 
And are they eapable of protecting Arab rights and 
interests ? 
Actually they mast t^ long to a Je»ish Party; the\ 
Arabs are not pensitted to form their em political 
parties to defend their rights. Thas the six Arab members 
of Parliament are incapable to protect Arab rights and to 
defend their interests. 
Let as compare the position of Christians in 
Jordan, sho are 10% of its population liith the p<^ ition of 
Arabs in Israel, Mho are more than ll^ S of its population. 
In Jordan the Christians hold not less than t«o cabinet 
posts, and al^t half the posts of Directors of Departments 
and heads of sections* fihile the Israeli Cabinet has never 
incladed an Arab and tbe sme can te said of the senior 
division of the service. 
Commenting on the treatment by the Israelis of the 
Arab minority, Janes ttsrbag, former banker ai^  writer on 
international affairs, said : 
**Nothing could be more tragic than to uitness the 
creation of a Jewish State in tshich the non^ Jewish minorities 
are treated as second-class citizens - in which neither 
a Jews Christian wife nor their children can be fcvried in 
the same cemetery sas their father**, Sarburg then 
roaarked i 
*'It is one thing to create a ranch needed refnge for 
the persecuted and oppressed. It is quite another thing 
to create a new chauvinistic nationalism and a state based 
in part upon medieval theocratic bigotry and in part upon 
the Nazi-eicploited myth of the existence of a Jewish 
raee." <133) 
This is perhaps the Zisraell concept of democracy, 
tvlitch is no doubt a boastful claiia and without fottadatloa. 
It is aot »l!8t is written into a coastitutioD or lav that 
eooats, but hot? the minority Is being treated by the 
aajority. AllsieR are born free and equal, and it is a 
eriiae to withhold frora a ainority f«hat has been recognised 
and aeeepted by the nations of the world as the in alienable 
rights of a man : liberty. Equality and the Porsuit of 
Bappyiness. Of this the Israelis are profoundly guilty. 
Apologists for Israel often pose as champions of the 
Onited Nations ai»i a civilised »orU order. the State 
of Israel is guilty of violnting, etey in and out, the 
basic principles rtnd purposes of the world organization as 
particularly spelled out in its Declarations against all 
foros of discrifflination. 
Jewish Newsletter. 30 November 1959. 
The Onited Nations Conferemse o« Bufflan Siglits, 
O^v; 
whicb was recently lield In Teliraa, has expressni* "grave 
eoae«rn at Israeli violations of buaan rights" in Arab 
oeciipied Territories emJ urg«i Israel to treat its Arab 
population in occupied areas "in eonfonalty with tbe 
universal declaration of human rights and the Geneva 
Conventions". Affirming the "inalienable rights of 
all inhabitants have left their homes as a result of 
the outbreak of hostilities in the Hiddle East to return, 
resuiae nomal life, recover their property and horaes and 
rejoin their fitniiliest** the Conference has called on 
Israel "to desist forthwith from acts of destroying hovels 
of Arab civilian popnlations" ia occupied areas and has 
asked the O.N. (k^ nsral Asseeibly to appoint a special 
conalttee to investigate violations of baaan riqhts by 
Israeli authorjltles in the occupied terrtories. 
(j^ Vj* The Hindustan Times (New Delhi) Uay 9, 1968, 
C O N C L O S I O N 
Israel eontinues to display an attitude of 
insolent disregaird touards the United nations OrgaaisatloB. 
No other country in the world erhetber aeeiber or noil-
mciaber of the United Nations, has been the object of 
so many rebukes, censures and comieeinations by the 
Principal organs of the U.N. for actions in violatioa 
of the Charter, and for non-coapliance with decisions 
of caapetent bodies of the U.N.O. The Israelis 
assasinated Count Bemadotte, the U.N. Mediator. 
They violated Armistice Agreements and have been 
condeaned by the world Organisation many times. 
The Qost recent and as usual* an insolent 
defiance of the U.N. .Resolutions by Israel was the 
armed forces parade through Jerusalem on Hay 2, 1968; 
it tfas in reality a show of strength marking the 
country's tuentieth anniversary. As the Nationa^ 
Herald of Ucknt^ ^ titorially C(»iment«l <!lay 4, 1968) : 
''Israel's military parade in Jerusalem on Thursday was an 
act of defiance in tune with her aggressive mood. 
She ivaated to display her strength and thereby 
denraralise and frighten her neigboars. The O.N. 
Security Council has been quick to deplore the parmle 
vjhicb was staged in disregard of the unanimous call given 
by the Council last Saturday. ....... The main 
obstacle to peace in West Asia is Israelis reluctance to 
part with the fruit's of aggression.** But ^ pansion 
is her policy and David Ben Guricn has openly talked 
of endless confrontation : "Israelis and the Arato 
Bay fight a foarth, fifth or sixth war or an endless 
y 
confrontation with no real victory there is no real 
W i 
victory until the last battle, **Defiance »<mld, 
and sbould tacet nith defiance. Addressing the Bay Day 
(1%6> rally near Alexandria. President Nasser 
rightly said that **the »ill of the Egyptian people nill 
prove stronger then the roar of 300 Israeli Tanks in 
the streets of Arab Jerusalem.** 
There is a great deal of talk about peace in 
t^ est Asia, but none about justice. 
The Bxitisb historian* Arnold Toynbee, concerned 
with peace in the Middle East* said : 
''In seeking for teras of which a peaee-settleaent 
in Palestine might be arrived at, m ought to be guided 
all the tirae by three principles. The first of these 
is justice'.the vindication of people's rights, and the 
righting of their orongs. The second is humanity : the 
least possible suffering for the smallest nufflber of people. 
The third is freedota of choice : the greatest possible 
number of options for people nhose lives and rights 
will be affected by a peaceful settlenent 
"Justice declares that everyone, Arab or Jea, 
who was dcKsi^ iled in Palestine before the war of 1948 
and who a home, land, or other property there 
before that date, is still the legal o?nier of that 
property -<— even if he ts how being prevented froo 
enjoying the use of it ...... 
Toy«l«e then pointed ont that t 
" It has sometimes been argued that the Palestine 
Arab Refugees have forfeited their rights to their 
property on the Israeli side of the armistice line 
by not roaaining in their homes durii^ the hostilities 
"o 
in 1948. Thisfa doctrine that has not been* and will 
not be, accepted in the civilized world. If this 
w y 
doetorioe were approved, we should have to 
cooelade that the Nazis were jiistifled la seizing the 
property of Jews mho had the for^ight and the 
opportnnity to escape f?or! Gemany 
The Historian then concluded by saying that : 
"The priaciple of apbolding property rights 
leads to the following conelusioi) : Every Palestiniaa -
Jew or Arnb - who omis a hose and/or property on the 
other side of the 1949 armistice line oreJ is BOW 
being prevented from enjoying the^of it has a right 
to return to his hmae and property and to re-enter 
to its possession. (135) 
No one Drill deny that these principles are 
logical, equitable and generally Jicceptable for 
application to any problem affecting the expulsion 
and dispossession of people for any reason whatsoever* 
They have been generously applied to the Jewish victims 
of Nazi oppression; there is no reason sAy they should 
not now be applied to the Arab victims of Zionist 
aggression. 
The Palestine Arab refegees expect world public 
opinion to support their just cause. 
No force can make thea renounce their claici to 
-tuwj 
their lend and their country. Their eyes are tmmed to 
their homeland. Neither tirae and poverty, nor the 
inperialist Zionists will ever aoke usurpation rightful 
or legal. 
135, The Encyclopeadia Britannica*s Book of the Year -
1959. 
All tsen of good-will who want to prevent a «ar 
and build a society for haoan are.oust now speak and 
act or be goltty of that silence which gives consent. 
The U. N., the Red Cross the Churches of the 
world and very many distinguished persons and organisations 
have called npon Israel to give ap its expansionist 
designs, the pre-detertained pattern of Genocide and 
eviction of Arabs fron their homeland, and to give 
a Xkff deal to the refugees according to the U.N, 
directives. 
Prior to the 1967 VJar, there were people who 
deplored the Palestine tragedy on huaanitarian grounds 
and also sm in it a threat to »orld peace. S(uie of thea 
pointed out that it is the responsibility of the United 
Nations and they urged for impleaestation of its 
resolutions with determination and courage; others 
considered Israel should be pressured to take back a 
number of the refugees as a gesture of her goodwill ; 
and others still felt that a bi-national state night 
be the answer. None of these proposals found response 
from the Israelis, Kho continually declare that they 
tiant peace with the Arabs. 
It is not the call to negotiate peace that will 
bring pence but earnest viill and honest acceptance of 
the principles on eliich peace can be achieved. In the 
case of Palestine, these principles are : To adait that 
a grave injustice aqainst the Palestine people has been 
coffliaitted ; and it is for the U.N. to recognise its 
respoasiMlities and to fulfil then whatever the 
consequences ; and to take aeasures to redress the 
wrong and to remove the injustice. 
Otherwise the battle is inevitable and will flare 
up again. It is inevitable because when the Israelis 
speak of peace they are deceiving the world. 
Now, it is for the Dniteil Nations to ase force« 
to demand and ensure the iraraediate withdrawal of Israel 
frora territory occupied beyond the armistice lines and 
to punish all those «ho are found guilty of atrocities 
and of crimes against humanity. 
The ^inent Indian writer« Mulk Aaj Anand« had 
this to say in a letter published in the Tiroes of India 
(Bombay) of July 12, 1967 : 
° Our foreign policy has entered on a new 
phase. Let os not weaken the Government's capacity for 
initiative by denouncing those who know the danger of 
fresh hostilities in V^ est Asia in case Israel does not 
vacate its aggression ...... There is a real danger of a 
world ccafXiigration in case the if.'est Asian crisis is 
not solved to the satisfaction of the Arab world " 
The United Nations, as the organisation responsible 
for the Palestine tragedy, is the only authority which 
Kan get this deadlock broken, but to do so will require 
the courage and determination of all its aesbers. It 
should be remembered that if the United Nations once 
fails to protect the rights and interests of small 
nations, it will fail again in the future and thus become 
an ineffective instrument for maintaining peace and 
justice in the world. If, on the other hand, it succeeds 
in asserting authority awl respect for its resolutions, 
1V7 
then the world organisation will have reached the goal 
it has set for itself ertien it was first established 
id 1945, namely, 
*to save saeceediog generation"? from the 
scourge of war 
*To reaffirm faith in fundamental huraac rights, 
4 
in the dignity and worth of the human person, in 
the equal rights of oeB and women and nations 
large and sn8ll« 
'to establish conditions under *«hlch justice and 
respect for the obligations arising fron treaties 
and other sources of ioternatioaal law..,...,.* 
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